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NOTICE OF ADOPTED AMENDMENT

Mis.

8/4/2009
TO:

Subscribers to Notice of Adopted Plan
or Land Use Regulation Amendments

FROM:

Plan Amendment Program Specialist

SUBJECT:

City of Ontario Plan Amendment
DLCD File Number 002-09

The Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) received the attached notice of adoption.
Due to the size of amended material submitted, a complete copy has not been attached. A Copy of the
adopted plan amendment is available for review at the DLCD office in Salem and the local government
office. This amendment was submitted without a signed ordinance.
Appeal Procedures*
DLCD ACKNOWLEDGMENT or DEADLINE TO APPEAL: Thursday, August 13, 2009
This amendment was submitted to DLCD for review prior to adoption. Pursuant to ORS 197.830(2)(b)
only persons who participated in the local government proceedings leading to adoption of the amendment
are eligible to appeal this decision to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA).
If you wish to appeal, you must file a notice of intent to appeal with the Land Use Board of Appeals
(LUBA) no later than 21 days from the date the decision was mailed to you by the local government. If
you have questions, check with the local government to determine the appeal deadline. Copies of the
notice of intent to appeal must be served upon the local government and others who received written notice
of the final decision from the local government. The notice of intent to appeal must be served and filed in
the form and manner prescribed by LUBA, (OAR Chapter 661, Division 10). Please call LUBA at
503-373-1265, if you have questions about appeal procedures.
*NOTE:

Cc:

THE APPEAL DEADLINE IS BASED UPON THE DATE THE DECISION WAS
MAILED BY LOCAL GOVERNMENT. A DECISION MAY HAVE BEEN MAILED
TO YOU ON A DIFFERENT DATE THAT IT WAS MAILED TO DLCD. AS A
RESULT, YOUR APPEAL DEADLINE MAY BE EARLIER THAN THE ABOVE
DATE SPECIFIED.

David Richey, City of Ontario
Gloria Gardiner, DLCD Urban Planning Specialist
Grant Young, DLCD Regional Representative
Bill Holmstrom, DLCD Transportation Planner
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THIS FORM MUST BE MAILED TO DLCD
WITHIN 5 WORKING DAYS AFTER THE FINAL DECISION
PER ORS 197.610, OAR CHAPTER 660 - DIVISION 18

Jurisdiction: City of Ontario

AND DEVELQrNltn
For DIX'U i %eOnli

Local file number: 2009-05-06 LURA

Date of Adoption: June 15, 2009 2

nd

& final reading Date Mailed: July 22, 2009

Was a Notice of Proposed Amendment (Form 1) mailed to DLCD? Yes Date: July 22, 2009
X Comprehensive Plan Text Amendment

•

Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment

X Land Use Regulation Amendment

Q Zoning Map Amendment

X New Land Use Regulation

X Other: TSP Amendment

Summarize the adopted amendment. Do not use technical terms. Do not write "See Attached".
Exterior design criteria for downtown in the eight (8) block area of the original downtown (C-3 zone);
Live/work arrangement in commercial structures were adopted. Minor land use modifications as welf
as related Comp Plan and TSP amendments supporting the intended end result of the Downtown
Revitalization Plan were adopted.
Does the Adoption differ from proposal? No. If so, it would be in the form of selection of specific
options.
Plan Map Changed from:

to:

Zone Map Changed from:

to:

Location: Downtown

Acres Involved: 8 city blocks

Specify Density: Previous: Commercial

New: No change

Applicable statewide planning goals:
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Was an Exception Adopted? D Y E S X NO
Did DLCD receive a Notice of Proposed Amendment...
45-days prior to first evidentiary hearing?
If no, do the statewide planning goals apply?
If no, did Emergency Circumstances require immediate adoption?

X Yes • No
• Yes • No
• Yes • No

DLCD file «No. 0 0 2 - 0 9 ( 1 7 4 9 6 )_ [ 1 5 6 4 3 ]
Please list all affected State or Federal Agencies, Local Governments or Special Districts: ODOT
Local Contact: David Richey Planning Official (P/T)

Phone: (541)881-3222

Address: City Hall, 444 SW 4 St

Fax Number:

th

-

Extension:

-

City: Ontario, OR
Zip: 97914
E-mail Address: d a vid. r idi ev ^ o i i f a r ioor ego n. or y
Note: Sorry about delay in notice. Planner was ill. Dave

ADOPTION SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
This form must be mailed to DLCD within 5 working days after the final decision
per ORS 197.610, OAR Chapter 660 - Division 18.

1.

Send this Form and TWO Complete Copies (documents and maps) of the Adopted Amendment to:
ATTENTION: PLAN AMENDMENT SPECIALIST
DEPARTMENT OF LAND CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT
635 CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 150
SALEM, OREGON 97301-2540

2.

Electronic Submittals: At least one hard copy must be sent by mail or in person, or by emailing
I a rry.frenc h ® stat e.o r. us.

3.

Please Note: Adopted materials must be sent to DLCD not later than FIVE (5) working days
following the date of the final decision on the amendment.

4.

Submittal of this Notice of Adoption must include the text of the amendment plus adopted findings
and supplementary information.

5.

The deadline to appeal will not be extended if you submit this notice of adoption within five working
days of the final decision. Appeals to LUBA may be filed within twenty-one (21) days of the date, the
Notice of Adoption is sent to DLCD.

6.

In addition to sending the Notice of Adoption to DLCD, you must notify persons who participated in the
local hearing and requested notice of the final decision.

7.

Need More Copies? You can now access these forms online at http://www.lcd.siale.Gr.us/. Please
print on 8-1/2x11 green paper only. You may also call the DLCD Office at (503) 373-0050; or Fax
your request to: (503) 378-5518; or Email your request to Inrry.french^staie.or.us - Attention: Plan
Amendment Specialist

Updated March 17,2009

ORDINANCE NO. 2 6 3 0 - 2 0 0 9

A N O R D I N A N C E A M E N D I N G T H E C O M P R E H E N S I V E L A N D U S E PLAN, T H E
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N SYSTEM P L A N , A N D TITLE 10 OF
T H E CITY OF ONTARIO M U N I C I P A L CODE
WHEREAS, The City of Ontario has implemented the State of Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals
through adoption of a Comprehensive Land Use Plan and Transportation System Plan,
and implemented that Plan through adopted zoning regulations contained in Title 10 of
the City's Municipal Code; and
WHEREAS, The Ontario Downtown Revitalization Plan was commissioned to enhance the economic
vitality of the downtown, solidify an identity and vision for downtown, determine
appropriate land uses for specific sites within the downtown, and identify streetscape,
transportation, and other improvements that will support the economic vitality and identity
of downtown; and
WHEREAS, The other amendments to the Comprehensive Land Use Plan, Transportation System Plan,
and Title 10 of the Municipal Code are needed to implement the vision and improvements

identified in the Ontario Downtown Revitalization Plan; and
WHEREAS, It is proposed that the Ontario Downtown Revitalization Plan be adopted into the
Comprehensive Land Use Plan by reference so that it can provide the basis for future
changes to the City's capital improvement plan, applications for local or state grants, or
other initiatives intended to implement the recommendations within the Revitalization
Plan, and
WHEREAS, Staff has initiated a formal application for the proposed amendments, notified DLCD and
all other required individuals and agencies; and
WHEREAS, Pursuant to the formal application, the City has held joint Planning Commission and City
Council work sessions on April 16 and April 30, 2009 to review the proposed amendments
and public hearings on adoption of the proposed amendments on June 1, 2009.

ORDINANCE NO. 2630-2009- Comprehensive Plan, Transportation System Plan, and Title 10 Amendment
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NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY OF ONTARIO ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:
I.

Based upon the attached Exhibits "A", "B", "C", "D" and "E", and on the record of Land Use
Action 2009-05-06 LURA, the Comprehensive Land Use Plan, Transportation System Plan, and
Titles 10A and 10C are amended as follows:
A.

Amendment. Exhibit "A", as presented in The Ontario Downtown Revitalization Plan, is
to be adopted into the Comprehensive Land Use Plan by reference;

B.

Amendment. Exhibit "B", Goal 2, 10-2-7 Policies: Commercial Land Use; Goal 9, 10-9-7
Policies: Economic Development; and Goal 10, 10-10-6 Policies: Housing of the
Comprehensive Land Use Plan are amended to add language presented in;

C

Amendment. Goal 6: Alternative Modes of Transportation of the Transportation System
Plan is amended to add language presented in Exhibit "C";

D

Amendment. Title 10A, Sections 10A-03, 10A-27-05, 10A-29-05, 10A-33-05, 10A-35,
10A-57, 10A-57-65, 10-57-195, 10A-57-210, 10A-60 are to be amended and Section
I0A-33-09 is to be deleted as presented in Exhibit "D";

E

Amendment. Title 10C, Sections 25-04.001 and 25-08 are to be amended as presented
in Exhibit "E"

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Common Council of the City of Ontario this
of
2009 by the following vote:

day

AYES:

NAYS:

ABSENT;
APPROVED by the Mayor this

day of

, 2009.

Joe Domi nick, Mayor
ATTEST:

"fori Barnett, City Recorder
ORDINANCE NO. 2630-2009- Comprehensive Plan, Transportation System Plan, and Title 10 Amendment
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1. EXECUTIVE S U M M A R Y

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BACKGROUND AND PLANNING PROCESS
The Ontario Downtown devitalization Plan is part of a multi-phase effort to
strengthen Ontario's downtown. The goal of this project is to further enhance the
area's identify and vitality, build on a strong set of existing "bones" and create an
even more attractive and unique area that will continue to draw people to the area,
strengthening the downtown and community as a whole. The overall goals of the
Downtown
O n t a ri a

Re sou ree
Team
Reperì

planning process are to:
a Enhance the economic vitality of the downtown.
• Solidify an identity and vision for downtown.
• Determine appropriate land uses for specific sites within the downtown.
• Analyze the transportation impacts of land use alternatives or potential
development projects in the downtown.
• Identify preliminary plans for streetscapes and other improvements in the

City OT Ontario. Oregon
Renra Team
O^ar. OjnÉ 2] B. 5005

downtown that will further the objectives above.
• Improve connections between local schools and campuses and the downtown,
including new or enhanced bicycle and pedestrian facilities.

Oujj . Co-Tor, OT^V-"-!

1

tal

This report describes proposed downtown and other projects identified in the
Ontario Downtown devitalization Planning process. It is the result of a collaborative
process that involved City and state staff, the project's Technical Advisory Committee
and other Ontario business owners and residents. A multi-disciplinary consulting
team supported the planning efforts. It was led by Cogan Owens Cogan, LLC
(COC) with support from Angelo Planning Group, Alta Planning+Design, Kittelson &
Associates, Johnson Reid (formerly Johnson Gardner) and SERA Architects.
The process builds on several previous planning efforts, including the following:
h Ontario Downtown Plan prepared in the 1970s.
i 2005 Oregon Downtown Development Association's Downtown Ontario
Resource Team Report.
» Parks and Recreation Master Plan prepared in 2005.
• 2006 and 2007 Transportation and Growth Management (TGM) Downtown
and 5chool Siting Workshop and Recommendations conducted by Crandall
Arambula.
• Update of the City's Transportation System Plan (TSP) in 2006.
• Region Transit Program prepared in conjunction with the State of Idaho.
• Economic Analysis Report and Urbanization Report completed in 2007.

D O W N T O W N R E V I T A L I Z A T I O N P L A N • M A R C H S, 2 0 0 9 1

1. EXECUTIVE S U M M A R Y
The planning process has been a collaborative effort with close coordination
between the consulting team, project management team, TAC and citizens
throughout the process, and included the following tasks and activities:
• Document conditions, opportunities and constraints downtown.
• Suggest possible improvements and alternatives.
• Analyze the impacts of potential improvements.
• Identify strategies to implement proposed improvement projects.
• Engage the community in reviewing and shaping the project's findings and
recommendations throughout the planning process through meetings with
the project management team (City and state agency staff), technical advisory
committee (business owners, elected and appointed officials and others) and
other Ontario business owners and residents.
• Adopt the Downtown Revitalization Plan and proposed amendments.

PROPOSED PRIORITY DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS
This plan focuses in large part on a targeted list of priority improvement projects for
the downtown area. These recommended projects provide an innovative blend of
land use planning, urban design, and transportation planning to encourage a vibrant
downtown and promote both transportation-efficient land uses and multi-modal
choice within Downtown Ontario. They include the following projects which are
described in Chapter 4.
Gateway improvements at and near the intersection of West Oregon Street
and Idaho Avenue. Key aspects of this project include:
• Pedestrian improvements, including tighter curb radii that shorten crossing
distances and calm vehicular turning movements, crosswalks with special paving
and potential installation of public art, monuments, or entrance signage, or
prominent architectural features or facade improvements.
• Creation of a boulevard along the first block of S Oregon Street with a
landscaped median and an enhanced streetscape on either side of the street
including street trees, human-scale street lights, benches, trash receptacles,
bicycle parking and other amenities.
» Streetscape improvements along the first block of SW 1st Street south of Idaho
Avenue and signage to encourage drivers to use this alternative entrance to the
downtown from Idaho Avenue.
» Angled parking along S Oregon Street, as well as selected cross streets.
Streetscape and storefront improvements along Oregon Street and adjacent
east-west streets. Key aspects of this project include:
« Street trees, awnings and possibly planter boxes or other landscaping
• Street furniture, including benches, trash receptacles and possibly drinking
fountains
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1. EXECUTIVE S U M M A R Y
• Pedestrian-scaled lighting
• Bicycle parking and wayfinding signage
• Crosswalks with special paving at intersections and selected mid-block crossings
New Downtown Park located on the southwest corner of S Oregon Street and 1st
Avenue. Potential aspects of this project include:
• Park Promenade, lined by a double row of trees
• Memorial elements) such as traditional statuary or monuments, to symbolic art,
to a memorial tree
• Entry feature, such as a fountain, landscape element, or memorial feature
• Splash fountain for kids
• Open space covering a sizable portion if not a majority of the park
it Amphitheater for watching summer movies, concerts or other events
Depot Row mixed use development adjacent to the historic Depot buliding
on SE 3rd Avenue. Key aspects of this project include:
• New plaza as a forecourt for the Depot, with additional greenspace flanking the
plaza to the north and south
• New mixed use housing and/or commercial uses on either side of 3rd Avenue
between the alley and Depot Lane with parking located behind or under
buildings.
• Streetscape improvements along SE 3rd Avenue and Depot Lane similar to those
described for Oregon Street
Improved railroad crossing along SE 5th Avenue between SE 1st Street and S
Oregon Street. Key aspects of this project include:
• New sidewalks on both sides of 5th Avenue - lined with street trees both east
and west of the railroad right-of-way

3

1. EXECUTIVE S U M M A R Y
* Bike lanes on both sides of the street
• Concrete track crossings to improve safety for cyclists
Two new traffic circulation improvements also are identified as priority projects:
u Mew traffic signal at the intersection of SW 4th Avenue and Oregon Street
to accommodate future traffic volumes and improve traffic circulation and
efficiency at this intersection and along Oregon Street
• Restriping at the intersection of East Idaho Avenue/SE 2nd Street intersection; to
better accommodate existing and future traffic volumes the northbound SE 2nd
Street approach should be re-striped to include an exclusive left-turn lane and a
shared through/right-turn lane
A number of other downtown improvements projects were identified in this and
other previous planning projects and are described in Chapter 4 of this report.

4
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5. EXECUTIVE S U M M A R Y
PROPOSED BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS
A second important objective of this project was to identifying strategies to
enhance bicycle and pedestrian routes between local schools and campuses
and the downtown. A number of specific bicycle and pedestrian improvements
are recommended to meet these objectives, including the following types of
improvements:
• Bicycle lanes (striped) in the following locations:
North Oregon Street, north of (daho Avenue
West Idaho Avenue between Verde and Oregon Streets
SW 5th Avenue between SW Park Blvd and SE 5th Street
SE 2nd Avenue between SE 5th Avenue and Idaho Avenue
Bicycle Boulevards in the following locations:
NW 3rd Avenue between NW 8th Street and the Union Pacific Railroad rightof-way
SW 3rd Avenue between NW 13th Street and the Union Pacific Railroad rightof-way
NW 2nd Street between NW 3rd Avenue and Idaho Avenue
SW 2nd Street between SW 5th Avenue and SW 10th Avenue
• Multi-purpose bicycle path paralleling the Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way
(see Other Potential Downtown Improvement Projects, page 62)
• A high-visibility cross-walk and a "leading pedestrian interval" to the signalized
intersection of Idaho Avenue at Oregon Street (see Gateway Improvement
described earlier in this chapter)
* Improvements to the railroad crossing at SE 5th Avenue (see previous section)
• Bicycle loop detectors or bicyclist-activated push buttons on the minor street
approaches at the following intersections:
Idaho Avenue at Oregon Street (on all approaches)
E Idaho Avenue at NE/SE 2nd Street (on 2nd Street approaches)

.J HLli: : .

jjulfcr

SW 4th Avenue at SW 2nd Street (on 2nd Street approaches)
SW 4th Avenue at SW 4th Street (on 4th Street approaches)
SW 4th Avenue at SW 10th Street (on 10th Street approaches)
W Idaho Avenue at SW 2nd Street (on 2nd Street approaches)
• Americans with Disability Act (ADA) upgrades (e.g., construct/reconstruct
curb ramps with detectable warning strips as necessary), at all intersections
throughout the study area as needed

D O W N T O W N REVITALIZATION PLAN • M A R C H S, 2009
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Proposed Bicycle/Pedestrian Improvements
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PRIORITIES
Following is a preliminary set of priorities for the projects described above. These
priorities and potential phasing of specific projects are described in more detail in
Chapter 4 of this report.
High Priority projects include:

Downtown

Projects

m Oregon Street Streetscape
• Oregon/Idaho Gateway
• 5th Avenue Railroad Crossing

Bicycle/Pedestrian

Improvements

m Bicycle lanes on Idaho Street and SW/SE 5th Avenue
• Bicycle boulevard on SW 3rd Avenue
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7. EXECUTIVE S U M M A R Y
Medium Priority projects include:

Downtown

Projects

• New Downtown City Park

Bicycle/Pedestrian

Improvements

a Bicycle lanes on SW 2nd Street, SE 2nd Street and N Oregon Street
• Bicycle boulevards on NW 3rd Avenue and 2nd Street
• Bicycle and pedestrian activated signals
Lower Priority projects include:

Downtown

Projects

• Depot Row
• Oregon/4th Traffic Signal

Bicycle/Pedestrian

Improvements

• Union Pacific Multi-Purpose Trail

COST ESTIMATES AND FUNDING SOURCES
Preliminary rough cost estimates have been prepared for the priority downtown
improvement projects and bicycle and pedestrian improvements described above.
Costs are based on a combination of unit cost estimates for similar projects designed by Kittelson & Associates and Alta
Planning+Design and/or experience with similar projects in other jurisdictions. In some cases, a range of estimates is provided
where costs could vary significantly based on a variety of factors.
For downtown improvement projects, costs have been estimated for the types of activities listed below. For bicycle and
pedestrian projects, costs include overall capital costs, and those for mobilization and traffic control, contingency, design,
engineering and construction management.
• Excavation and embankment (cut and fill)
• Paving, including new pavement, pavement rehabilitation, curb and sidewalk construction and new sidewalks
• Storm drainage improvements
• Landscaping
* Mobilization and traffic control
• Design and construction management
• Contingency
No right-of-way acquisition is anticipated for any of these projects. At this time, this report does not include an estimate of land
acquisition costs for the park project but a subsequent draft of the report can include it, pending assistance from the City. Other
assumptions are described in detail in Chapter 5. Cost estimates are listed in the following two tables.

D O W N T O W N REVITALIZATION PLAN • M A R C H S, 2009
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1. EXECUTIVE S U M M A R Y
TABLE 1. PLANNING LEVEL COST ESTIMATES FOR DOWI^TOWN IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
Architectural/
Engineering and

Capital
Item

Construction

Mobil iiation and

coitj

Traffic Control

Construction
Contingencies

Estimated

Management

Total Cost

Oregon M h Traffic Signal

1300,000

$60,000

1^2,000

$108,000

$540,000

Oregon/Idaho Gateway

$229,882

$45,976

$55,172

$82,758

$413,788

Oregon Street Streetscape

$366,442

$73,288

$87,946

$131,919

$659.596

5th Avenue Railroad Crossing

$248,744

$49,749

$59,699

$89,548

$447,739

Depot Lane

$339,715

$67,943

$81,531

$122,297

-

—

$611,486
$150,000 -

-

New Downtown Park

$850.000

TABLE 2. PLANNING LEVEL COST ESTIMATES FOR BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
f stimateci
Capital
Project/Segment

Resign,
Mobifiifltiort,

Construction

triff ic

Cost

control

Engineering,
Construction
Contingencies

Managern en l

Estimated
Total CMt

Bicycle Lanes
W Idaho Avenue - S Verde Drive to NW 2nd Street

$21,200

$4,240

$5,088

$7,632

$38.160

SW/SE 5th Avenue - SW Park Boulevard to SE 5th Street

$20,000

$4,000

$4,800

$7,200

$36,000

N Oregon Street - Idaho Avenue to NW 8th Avenue

$12,900

$2,580

$3,096

$4,644

$23,220

$6,100

$1,220

$1,464

$2,196

$10,980

$3,500

$700

$840

$1,260

$6,300

$75,600

$15,120

$18,144

$27,216

$136.080

$7,900

$1,580

$1,896

$2,844

$14,220

SW 4th Avenue at SW Park Boulevard

$11,800

$2,360

$2,832

$4,248

$21,240

SW 4th Avenue at SW 4th Street

$11,800

$2,360

$2,832

$4,248

$21,240

SE 2nd Avenue - SE 5th Avenue to E Idaho Avenue

Bicycle Boulevards
NW/NE 3rd Avenue - NW8th Street to future path along RR
SW/SE 3rd Avenue
• SW 13th Street to Depot Lane
• shared use path segment through Lion's Park
SW/NW 2nd Avenue
• SW 10th Avenue to NW 3rd Avenue
• Bike lanes (roadway restriping) between SW 5th Ave. and
W Idaho

Intersection Improvements

SW 4th Avenue at SW 2nd Street

$11,800

$2,360

$2,832

$4,248

$21,240

W Idaho Avenue at 2nd Street

$11,800

$2,360

$2,832

$4,248

$21,240

W Idaho Avenue at Oregon Street

$19,600

$3,920

$4,704

$7,056

$35,280

E Idaho Avenue at 2nd Street

$11,800

$2,360

$2,832

$4,248

$21,240

$756,800

$151,360

$181,632

$272,448

51,362,240

Shared Use Path
Union Pacific Railroad Path - SE 6th Avenue to NE 6th Avenue
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9. EXECUTIVE S U M M A R Y
A variety of funding sources could potentially be used to pay for the improvements
identified in this plan. They generally include the following types of programs:
• Federal transportation funding programs, including:
Surface Transportation Program (STP)
Highway Safety Improvement Program
Transportation Enhancements
Community Development Block Grants
(CDBG)
Transportation, Community and System
Preservation Program
Recreational Trails Program
Safe Routes to School (SR2S)
New Freedom Initiative
Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance
Program (RTCA).
Land and Water Conservation Fund
• State transportation funding programs, including:
Statewide Transportation improvement Program (STIP)
Oregon Transportation Infrastructure Bank
Oregon Revised Statute 366.514
Measure 66 Funds - Oregon State Lottery
Bicycle and Pedestrian Program Grants
• Local funding mechanisms, including:
Local Bond Measures
Tax Increment Financing/Urban Renewal Funds
System Development Charges (SDCs)/Developer Impact Fees

il tr.N -mi a i i

jTTw c/ifivAi rocut-

Street User Fees
General Fund Revenues
Local Improvement Districts (LIDs).
Business Improvement Districts
Other Local Sources
• Other or future funding measures, including:
American Greenways Program
Bikes Belong Grant Program
2010 Campaign for Active Transportation
Complete Streets Act of 2008

D O W N T O W N REVITALIZATION PLAN • MARCH S, 2009
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1. EXECUTIVE S U M M A R Y
The programs and their applicability to different types of improvement projects are described in more detail in Chapter 5. In
most cases, the level of funding available for projects identified in this plan is not known, particularly for many of the federal
and state funding programs identified above. In addition, much more work would need to be done (beyond the scope of this
planning effort) to identify potential funding available from local programs or initiatives such as System Development Charges,
Tax Increment Financing, Bond Measures or Local Improvement Districts. However, Chapter 5 includes examples of the level of
funding used in other communities in Oregon to pay for similar types of transportation improvement projects.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
A variety of strategies will be needed to implement the projects described in this Plan. They will include the following types of
actions which are described in more detail in Chapter 5 of this report.
• Funding and phasing. The City will need to confirm and refine phasing recommendations in this plan, further investigate
and implement specific funding tools and annually update City budgets and capital improvement plans to pay for and
construct specific projects or project elements.
• Local partnerships. The City will need to work closely with local business owners, organizations and residents to help
cover or reduce the costs associated with downtown, bicycle and pedestrian improvement projects and ensure that residents
continue to support their implementation. Specific activities may include establishing local funding mechanisms; obtaining
donations of labor, materials or land; working with the private sector to partner on redevelopment projects; and provide
incentives to encourage business and property owners to implement voluntary actions such as storefront improvements.
• Operation and maintenance. The City will need to develop and implement plans to maintain and operate new or
enhanced facilities, including roadway, bicycle/pedestrian and streetscape improvements. The city will have primary
responsibility for many of these activities but may work with property or business owners to maintain streetscape amenities
and improvements such as street trees, other plantings and trash receptacles.
• Access management. The city will need to manage access to specific businesses or properties to balance the needs
of multiple modes of transportation to access land development while maintaining the safety, efficiency, and intended
functionality of the surrounding roadway network. In general, the city already has adequate code requirements to achieve
these objectives but will need to continue to implement them consistently.
n Freight mobility. Ensuring adequate mobility for freight vehicles within the downtown area is important to supporting
local businesses and to avoiding conflict between freight vehicles, automobiles, bicyclist and pedestrians. To help meet
this objective, it is recommended that truck traffic and other forms of undesirable through traffic use the SW 2nd Street
corridor when traveling east-west though the City between OR 201 and 1-84. This can be accomplished through enhanced
wayfinding and route signage along Idaho Avenue and SW 4th Avenue.
• Code and Comprehensive Plan amendments. A variety of Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Ordinance amendments are
recommended to implement many of the improvements and land use planning objectives identified in this plan. They are
summarized in Chapter 5 of this report and will be described in more detail in other project memoranda. The City also will
need to update its Capital Improvement Plan and annual budgets to incorporate priorities and cost estimates identified in
this Plan.
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2. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
The Ontario Downtown Revilalization Plan is part of a multi-phase effort to strengthen Ontario's downtown. It recognizes that a
number of activities and developments in the last ten years have drawn travelers and customers away from Ontario's Main Street
(Oregon Street) and core downtown area. These have included closure of much of the Ontario Shopping Mall, development of
new commercial areas in east Ontario adjacent to Highway 84, and increasing rail use and bifurcation of east and west areas of
Downtown Ontario. At the same time, the downtown continues to support a strong collection of local businesses and provides
an attractive, pedestrian friendly shopping environment for visitors and residents. The goal of this project is to further enhance
the area's identify and vitality, build on a strong set of "bones" and create an even more attractive and unique area that will
continue to draw people to the area.
This report describes proposed downtown and other projects identified in the Ontario Downtown Revilalization Planning
process. It is the result of a collaborative process that involved Vity and state staff, the project's Technical Advisory Committee
and other Ontario business owners and residents. A multi-disciplinary consulting team supported the planning efforts. It was
led by Cogan Owens Cogan, LLC with support from Angelo Planning Group, Alta Planning+Design, Kittelson & Associates,
Johnson Reid (formerly Johnson Gardner) and SERA Architects. The overall goals of the planning process were to:
* Enhance the economic vitality of the downtown.
• Solidify an identity and vision for downtown,
• Determine appropriate land uses for specific sites within the downtown.
• Analyze the transportation impacts of land use alternatives or potential development projects in the downtown.
• Identify preliminary plans for streetscapes and other improvements in the downtown that will further the objectives above.
• Improve connections between local schools and campuses and the downtown, including new or enhanced bicycle and
pedestrian facilities.
The report describes the following:
• Project overview and objectives.
• Review of existing conditions related to land use, the economy, transportation and
other aspects of the study area.
• Recommended priority streetscape and other improvement projects to further the
project goals.
• Other potential future improvement projects identified in this and previous studies.
• Bicycle and pedestrian improvement projects to improve connections between
schools and campuses and the downtown area.
• Funding and implementation strategies, including cost estimates, potential funding sources, recommended phasing of
specific projects and other strategies to implement the Plan's recommendations.

PREVIOUS PLANNING EFFORTS AND CURRENT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The process builds on several previous planning efforts, including the following:
• Ontario Downtown Plan prepared in the 1970s that identified a variety of streetscape and other improvements for the
downtown, focused along Oregon Street. A number of these improvements were made and many others are similar to
those identified in subsequent planning efforts.
• 2005 Oregon Downtown Development Association's Downtown Ontario Resource Team Report which identified a variety of
streetscape and other public facility improvements as well as opportunities for infill and redevelopment.

D O W N T O W N REVITALIZATION PLAN • M A R C H 5, 2009
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• Parks and Recreation Master Pian prepared in 2005 that identified a Greenbelt Trail around the community and a Safe School
Route.
• 2006 and 2007 Transportation and Growth Management (TGM) Downtown and School Siting Workshop and
Recommendations conducted by Crandall Arambula, which presented a downtown depot square concept as well as a
campus circulation framework plan to integrate school destinations to downtown and the City as a whole.
p ¡ Jpdate of the City's Transportation System Plan (TSP) in 2006.
• Region Transit Program prepared in conjunction with the State of Idaho which includes plans for a public transit route system
to be implemented in early 2008, increasing access to shopping and other sen/ices, connecting the City with communities in
Malheur and Payette Counties.
• Economic Analysis Report and Urbanization Report completed in 2007 by ECONorthwest which assessed the potential need
to expand the City's Urban Growth Area and summarized demographic, economic and land supply conditions and needs in
Ontario.
The current planning process represents an opportunity to review these previous efforts, confirm community support for specific
improvement projects and identify refinements to them where appropriate, as well as more specific improvement projects in the
downtown and strategies for implementing them. In addition to the primary project objectives described on page 1, this Plan is
expected to further a number of other community planning goals.
• "irmly establish the Downtown District as the unique and notable heart of the community, and make getting there and back
efficient, simple and safe.
• Provide for compact, transportation efficient commercial/retail and residential development.
• Better connect the community to the downtown, improve the balance of transportation modes in the City and ensure that
existing and new development is accessible to public transit, pedestrians, cyclists and drivers.
• Enhance the appearance of the commercial area, including both public areas (the "streetscape") and private development
(building facades and parking areas).
• Identify specific bike/pedestrian connections to outlying areas of the community.
• Prepare preliminary drawings for downtown streetscape and other improvements.
• identify a retail strategy to strengthen and improve the liability and economic viability of the business districts.
• Identify strategies to reconnect the east and west historic downtown.
• Prepare a funding and implementation plan which includes cost estimates, potential funding sources, recommended phasing
of specific projects and other strategies to achieve the Plan's recommendations.
• Adopt amendments to the City's Comprehensive Land Use Plan and Zoning Ordinance that will allow the city and property
owners to achieve development and land use objectives.

PLANNING PROCESS AND OUTCOMES
Study Area
There are two primary study areas for this project - a downtown planning study area
and a larger study area for identifying proposed bicycle and pedestrian improvements
to better connect residents and schools to the downtown. The downtown area is
divided into two districts: West Downtown and East Downtown. The downtown area
is approximately defined by the boundaries of SW 3rd Street to the west, SE 2nd Street
to the east, E/W Idaho Avenue to the north, and SW/SE 5th Avenue to the south. The
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railroad line provides the separating fine between the East and West districts. The downtown study area is graphically displayed
in Figure 1. The larger study area for the bicycle and pedestrian improvements component is shown in Figure 2

Planning

Activities

The Downtown Revitalization planning process included the following tasks and
activities:
• Document conditions, opportunities and constraints downtown, including
those related to land use, street design, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, traffic
levels and circulation, economic and demographic factors and current regulatory
requirements.
• Suggest possible improvements and alternatives, including streetscape
improvements, other public facility projects, redevelopment opportunities and
potential strategies to enhance bicycle and pedestrian connections between
downtown and the community.
• Analyze the impacts of potential improvements, including effects on traffic levels and the need for additional
transportation system improvements, consistency with project objectives, costs and impact on the economic conditions.
• Identify strategies to implement proposed improvement projects, including funding sources, public-private
partnerships,, maintenance and operational strategies, access management activities and Zoning Ordinance, Capital
Improvement Plan and Comprehensive Plan amendments.

Figure 1
D O W N T O W N REVITALIZATION PLAN • MARCH 5, 2009
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• Engage the community in reviewing and shaping the project's findings and recommendations throughout the
planning process through meetings with the project management team (City and state agency staff), technical advisory
committee (business owners, elected and appointed officials and others) and other Ontario business owners and residents.
• Adopt the Downtown Revitalization Plan and proposed amendments to the city's Draft changes to city ordinances
and capital improvement plans Zoning Ordinance, Capital Improvement Plan and Comprehensive Plan.
The planning process has been a collaborative effort with close coordination between the consulting team, project management
team, TAC and citizens throughout the process, including the following activities:
* Regular communication among team members, Including the PMT
• Meetings with the TAC to review key work products and recommendations
• Extensive public notice to residents and business owners through local media coverage, direct notices to all property and
business owners in the study area, articles in the City's Friday newsletter and information on the City's Web site
• nteractive meetings with community members, including a site (walking and bicycling) tour open to all community members,
two public workshops, another public meeting targeted specifically to downtown business owners, youth activities with middle
school and high school students and upcoming Planning Commission and City Council work sessions and hearings.
Throughout this process, the consulting team has refined project recommendations to incorporate advice from community
members to enhance the project's outcomes and ensure that they reflect community concerns and priorities. The remainder of
this report describes the results of the planning process outlined above.

Figure 2
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3. EXISTING AND FUTURE CONDITIONS,
OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
This section of the report summarizes conditions, opportunities and constraints
related to the following:

Existing

Conditions

a Economic and Demographic factors
• Bicycle & Pedestrian System
• Roadway System
• Rail Line
• Traffic Conditions
Existing Traffic Conditions
future Projected Conditions
Safety Issues

Opportunities

& Constraints

w Economic and business opportunities
• Bicycle and Pedestrian System Evaluation
m Streetscape
• Transportation
• Redevelopment
* Summary of Site-Specific Opportunities and Constraints

EXISTING AND FUTURE CONDITIONS
E C O N O M I C A N D D E M O G R A P H I C CONDITIONS
The economic climate in Downtown Ontario is directly linked to the overall economic
picture in Ontario, Malheur County, and beyond. However, the Downtown also fills
an essential and unique niche in the retail and commercial service landscape in the

Two valuable studies have been recently completed which provide analysis of
Ontario's current economic climate. The "Ontario Urbanization Study," completed in
2007 (ECONorthwest) provides an assessment of population, housing, employment,
and land needs for the next 20 and 50 years. This report includes a detailed
Economic Opportunities Analysis and assessment of commercial land needs. In
2005, a "Downtown Ontario Resource Team Report" was completed (Oregon
Downtown Development Association). This report included an assessment of
market conditions and business mix in the Downtown. These two reports inform
the analysis presented below and are referred to in places.
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Demographic

Characteristics

The Ontario Urbanization Study projects steady population and household growth into the future. Ontario lies in the westward
path of growth from the Boise/Nampa region, and is the key central employment and commercial hub in Malheur County. It is
larger than the nearest cities on the Idaho side of the border and offers a sales-tax advantage for residents on that side.
TABLE 3: ONTARIO DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

Household Tjends

200Û

2QQB

Growth Rate

(Census)

(Est.)

ÛO-flfl

2(H3

<Proj.)

Growth Rata
OS 13

11,137

0.2%

11,939

1.4%

Households

4,084

4,100

0.0%

4,395

1.4%

Families

2,633

2,649

0.1%

2,840

1.4%

Housing Units

4,436

4,533

0.3%

4,859

1.4%

2.63

2.64

0.1%

2.66

0.1%

Population

10,985

Household Size

Sources: daritas, ECONorthwest, Johnson Reid, LLC

The above table presents market research data showing that Ontario has had relatively slow growth in recent years measured
in both the number of households and overall population. The projection looking five years into the future is based on the
projected annual growth rate of 1.4% from the Urbanization Study.
Overall this projected level of growth Is somewhat low compared to the State of Oregon average, or the Boise/Nampa region to
the east. However, steady growth is projected, bringing new households and customers to the Ontario area.
Ontario residents' income levels tend to be lower than the State average and the Boise region, as one would expect from a city
of this size in a largely rural county. Income has grown at a modest rate since 2000, and this trend is anticipated to continue.

TABLE 4: ONTARIO INCOME LEVELS
Incase Trenti

2000

2M3

Gmw<h Raie

{Censusl

(Est.)

00'03

im
(FtOj-ì

Growth Hate
08-13

Per Capita ft)

114,073

$16,937

1.6%

$18,637

1.9%

Median HH ($)

$29,299

$33,959

1.9%

$37,685

2.1%

Average HH ($)

$38,615

$45,185

2.0%

$50,162

2.1%

Sources: Oaritas. ECONorthwest, Johnson Reid, LLC

Income levels support significant retail and commercial service spending. Businesses in Ontario attract local, county and Idaho
shoppers. Local retail spending levels will be discussed in more detail below.
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Economic

Characteristics

The following table presents employment trends in Malheur County over a five-year period, fn general, the Oregon Employment
Department reports slight growth, with some industries growing as others have lost some employment. Retail, Transportation/
Warehousing/Utilities, Professional Services, and Hospitality have all seen growth. The Manufacturing and Information sectors
have experienced substantial declines.

TABLE 5: MALHEUR COUNTY EMPLOYMENT TRENDS
2007

im
Industry
TOTAL NONFARM EMPLOYMENT
Natural Resource/Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
T.W.U. V

Employment

% Share

Employment

% Share

S-Year Change

11,970

100%

11,990

100%

0.2%

350

3%

350

3%

0.0%

1,290

11%

1,140

10%

-11.6%

750

6%

690

6%

-8.0%

1,900

16%

2,030

17%

6.8%

350

3%

390

3%

11.4%

Information

120

1%

100

1%

-16.7%

Financial Activities

430

4%

440

4%

2.3%

Professional & Business Services

430

4%

460

4%

7.0%

Educational & Health Services

1,420

12%

1,490

12%

4.9%

Leisure & Hospitality

1,010

8%

1,120

9%

10.9%

Other Services
Governmeni

360

3%

320

3%

-11.1%

3,560

30%

3,460

29%

-2.8%

1/ Trans porta tion/Warehousi rig/Utilities
Sources: Oregon Employment Department, Johnson Reid, LLC

The sectors that are most relevant to the business climate in Downtown Ontario (retail and commercial services) have
experienced overall gains.
The Ontario Urbanization Study projects employment growth of roughly 1.5% over the next 20 years, for a total of almost 4,000
new jobs. This employment growth will help support population growth and the business community in the City.
An analysis of spending by local households offers a snapshot of how much of their retail business is being conducted inside
Ontario, and how much outside of the area. This is an indicator of the spending power that new local businesses can hope to
tap into.
The following data on household spending is provided by Claritas Inc., a market research data provider. The data describes
spending by the households who actually live within three consecutively larger market areas around the Downtown. This
household spending is then compared to the overall spending done within these market areas to determine if overall,
the spending of local households is going elsewhere, or if the area is in fact attracting even more spending from external
households.
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TABLE 6: ANNUAL RETAIL SPENDING - LOCAL HOUSEHOLDS ONLY VS. TOTAL RETAIL SPENDING
M a r t e l Area

Demand

Supply

Supply

(Consumer Expenditures)

(Fib'idiJ Sales)

Surpiui

of Loiâl Dema/id

Suqiluì ss

$94,498,593

1320,534,053

-$226,035,460

-239%

2 Mile Radius

1263,178,213

$523,242,096

-$260,063,883

-99%

3 Mile Radius

$411,646,779

$575,363,770

-$163,716,99!

-40%

1 Mite Radius of Downtown Ontario

Sources; Caritas, ECONorthwest, Johnson Reid, LLC

The first column represents all the spending done by households residing in the market area. The second column presents the
amount of spending actually done within the market area itself. In all three market areas there is a spending "surplus." This
means that more spending is coming into the area than can be accounted for by local households alone.
While a "supply surplus" may sound like a negative thing for attracting new businesses, in fact it is a positive sign that Ontario
serves as the major commercial hub for the surrounding area. A large share of business is coming into the city from the
surrounding county and Idaho. This role as the central commercial node is likely to grow stronger as commercial concentrations
become more established in Ontario.
(Note that overall spending within a two-mile radius of Downtown is over one half of a billion dollars per year. Smaller cities are
sometimes surprised to see the significant spending power that exists in the local area.)

Future

Conditions

At the time of this report, the economy is in a period of great uncertainty on a local, state, national and global level.
Unemployment is on therise,while tight credit markets constrain business expansion. A drop in consumer spending is expected
to further depress the business atmosphere into 2009 and perhaps beyond.
"Uncertainty" is indeed the key descriptor for the current economic picture, making it difficult to project precisely what will
happen to employment, population growth and housing demand in Ontario over the next few years.
However, taking a long term view, it is prudent to assume that economic growth over 10 to 20 years will revert to projected
levels. If retail and other businesses experience dramatic negative impacts in the next one to two years from the overall national
and regional economy, this should not deter planning for Downtown Ontario's future as a thriving center of the community in
the long run.
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PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
Pedestrian travel is accommodated and enhanced by sidewalks, shared use paths,
crosswalks, curb ramps and other infrastructure. Various facility types comprise
Downtown Ontario's pedestrian network, the most basic of which are described
below.

Sidewalks
The most common type of walkway, sidewalks generally parallel roadways and have
a hard, smooth surface (e.g., concrete), with separation from the roadway typically
consisting of a curb and/or planter strip.
The presence and condition of sidewalks in Downtown Ontario varies by location.
The West Downtown area benefits from a relatively complete sidewalk system with
sidewalks on both sides of most streets. Streets lacking sidewalks include portions
of SW 3rd Street between SW 2nd and 4th avenues; longer segments of SW 5th
Avenue (particularly the south side) between SW 3rd Street and the Union Pacific
Railroad; and the east side of Depot Lane near Depot Square. The West Downtown
area's sidewalk environment includes a variety of complementary pedestrian facilities
such as curb ramps and amenities like street banners, benches and trash receptacles.
Sidewalk conditions vary, ranging fromrelativelysmooth surfaces (e.g., along S
Oregon Street and nearby side streets), to cracked sidewalks (e.g., along portions of
SW 3rd Street). Sidewalk widths range from approximately four feet (e.g., on SE 3rd
Avenue west of Depot Lane), to about 13 feet on portions of S Oregon Street.

S Oregon Street ¡ndudes a relatively complete
sidewalk network

Sidewalk conditions in the East Downtown area also vary by location. Although
sidewalks exist on both sides of E Idaho Avenue and on portions of SE 2nd Street,
most streets include sidewalks on one side only (e.g., SE 1st Street north of 2nd
Avenue), while other streets lack sidewalks altogether (e.g., SE 1st Street south of SE
2nd Avenue). Similar to the West Downtown area, sidewalk conditions in the East
Downtown area range from smooth surfaces to segments experiencing pavement
cracking and heaving. Where sidewalks exist, widths range from about four feet
(e.g., along SE 3rd Avenue east of SE 1st Street) to about nine feet (e.g., along SE
2nd Street between SE 1st and 2nd avenues).

Shared Use Paths
Downtown Ontario and surrounding areas currently lack shared use paths. These
facilities (also referred to as "trails" and "multi use paths") are used by various
non-motorized users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, in-line skaters, and runners.
Shared use paths are typically paved (asphalt or concrete) but may also consist of an
unpaved smooth surface as long as it meets Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
standards.
Although shared use paths currently do not exist in Downtown Ontario, the City's
Parks and Recreation Master Plan depicts a proposed "Railroad Trail" along the
Union Pacific Railroad. This trail would connect Downtown's Depot Square with the
Snake River and other existing and proposed parks beyond the study area.
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Intersections
The quality of intersections from a pedestrian perspective varies by location. The
following sections describe general intersection conditions in the West and East
Downtown areas.
CROSSWALKS
With 1he exception of SW 5th Avenue, marked crosswalks exist at nearly all
intersections in the West Downtown area. Most crosswalks consist of transverse
(also called "parallel bar") markings, while some intersections include highervisibility longitudinal (also called "ladder-style") markings. Mid-block crosswalks also
exist on the three-block segment of S Oregon Street between SW/SE 3rd and W/E
Idaho avenues). Intersections in the East Downtown area do not include marked
crosswalks, except for the intersection of E Idaho Avenue at SE 2nd Street.
CURB RAMPS
Curb ramps represent a fundamental element of an accessible public realm. A
sidewalk without a curb ramp can be useless to someone in a wheelchair, forcing
them back to a driveway and out into the street for access. In the West Downtown
area, curb ramps exist at intersections along most major streets (e.g., along S Oregon
Street and along SW 4th Avenue), with some ramps including detectable warning
strips to guide visually-impaired users. A more scattered system of ramps exists along
lower-order streets such as SW 3rd Avenue. In several locations, marked crosswalks
lead to corners lacking ramps.
Most East Downtown area intersections lack curb ramps, partly due to a lack
Intersection curb ramps greatly enhance

travel for mobility-impaired users in the West
Downtown area

of sidewalks. The absence of this basic infrastructure complicates travel for all
pedestrians, particularly for the mobility impaired. The segment of SE 2nd Street
between SE 1st and E Idaho avenues represents an exception. Recent adjacent
property development included a new sidewalk with curb ramps and detectable
warning strips on the street's east side.
signalized CROSSINGS
All signalized intersections in the West and East Downtown areas include pedestrianactuated signals. Visually-impaired users benefit from audible pedestrian signals
at the intersections of Idaho Avenue at Oregon Street, SW 4th Avenue at SW 4th
Street, and SW 4th Avenue at SW 2nd Street.
BICYCLE FACILITIES
Several types of "bikeways" exist, as defined by Federal and State bicycle planning
and design guides and manuals. Bikeways generally are distinguished as preferential
roadways accommodating bicycle travel, with accommodation taking the form of
bicycle route designation, bicycle lane striping, or shared use paths to physically
separate cyclists from motorists.
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Dedicated bicycle facilities (e.g., bike lanes and shared use paths) do not exist in
the West and East Downtown study areas. Rather, bicyclists share streets with
motorists. Most lower-order streets in Downtown Ontario can be classified as
"shared roadways." Typically the most common type of bikeway, shared roadways
accommodate vehicles and bicycles in the same travel lane. The most suitable
roadways for shared vehicle/bicycle use are those with lower posted speeds (25 MPH
or less) or lower traffic volumes (3,000 Average Daily Traffic or less). Most lowerorder streets in Downtown Ontario have posted speeds of 20 to 25 MPH while
serving less than 3,000 vehicles per day.
Although bicyclists and drivers can sufficiently share travel lanes on most streets,
higher vehicle volumes and speeds on other corridors indicate a potential need
for enhanced bicyclist accommodations (e.g., separation from motorists). These
streets include W/E Idaho Avenue, S Oregon Street, and SW 4th Avenue. Other
potential corridors include SW/SE 5th Avenue, SW 2nd Street, and SE 2nd Street.
Improvements to these streets will also enhance connections between schools and
the downtown (see more discussion of this issue on page 9). Additional information
about specific facility needs is found in the Opportunities and Constraints section of
this chapter.

Bike Parking
Bike parking is a critical component of a community's bikeway network, and can
strongly influence one's decision whether to complete a trip via bicycle. Most of the
West Downtown area's bike parking exists along S Oregon Street, particularly near
mid-block crosswalks along the four-block segment between W/E Idaho Avenue and
SW/SE 4th Avenue. Bike racks also exist adjacent to several commercial and retail
businesses on S Oregon Street, offering convenient parking opportunities for cyclists.
Except for a few locations immediately outside the study area, the East Downtown

Bicydists and motorists currently share the
same spate on SW/SE 5th Avenue

area currently lacks bike parking facilities.
The quality of existing bike parking facilities in the West and East Downtown areas
also varies, particularly due to the style of rack chosen and/or placement of the rack.
Racks situated immediately adjacent to walls or shrubbery have reduced capacity
by limiting user access to one side of the rack only. Some existing racks are also
considered substandard because they do not provide sufficient points of contact to
support a bicycle at two locations. In other words, they do not allow a bicycle frame
and at least one wheel to be locked to the rack without the use of a long bicycle
cable or unless the bicycle is mounted over the rack. The Project Team also noted
several damaged racks in the West Downtown area. The shortage of quality bicycle
racks in high-demand locations such as Downtown typically generates informal
bicycle parking activities with cyclists securing their bikes to hand rails, street signs,
light poles and other objects.
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PEDESTRIAN A N D BICYCLIST DESTINATIONS
Downtown Ontario benefits from relatively compact development located within
close proximity of surrounding residential neighborhoods, making walking and
bicycling convenient and attractive travel modes.
In the West Downtown area, major bicycle and pedestrian destinations include
commercial and retail businesses along S Oregon Street, SW 1st and 2nd streets,
and SW 4th Avenue. Completion of a future park and plaza at Depot Square
will strengthen the area'sattractiveness as a non-motorized destination. The East
Downtown area's major walking and bicycling destinations include businesses along
SE 2nd Street.
Beyond the Downtown core, major walking and bicycling destinations include:
• Schools along SW 2nd Avenue (Ontario Middle School and St. Peter Middle
School)
• Schools along W Idaho Avenue (George Aiken Middle School and Ontario High
School)
Sidewalks exist on streets immediately

• May Roberts Elementary School

5th Avenue

• Treasure Valley Community College (TVCC)

adjacent to the TVCC campus, including S W

• Lions Park
• Laxson Park
• Greyhound Intercity Bus Depot
CONNECTIONS TO TRANSIT
Ontario currently lacks fixed-route transit service, although efforts are currently
underway to develop a system linking the city with surrounding communities. Buses
will follow fixed routes, although passengers will be able to "flag" a bus anywhere
along the route.
Ensuring a strong pedestrian and bicycle link to transit is an important part of
making non-motorized transportation a part of daily life in Ontario. There are several
main components of bicycle/pedestrian-transit integration:
• Allowing bicycles on transit
• Providing benches, shelters, posted schedules, bicycle parking and other features
at transit stops (if designated stops are established)
• Improving infrastructure connections between walkways, bikeways and transit
(e.g., sidewalks)
CONNECTIONS TO S C H O O L S
Several schools and higher education institutions exist outside the West and East
Downtown study areas, including:
• George Aiken Middle School and Ontario High School on W Idaho Avenue west
of NW 10th Street
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• Ontario Middle School and St. Peter Middle School on SW 2nd Avenue between SW 4th and SW 9th streets
• May Roberts Elementary School on NW 8th Street north of NW 4th Avenue
• TVCC on SW 5th Avenue between S Park Boulevard and SW 5th Street

Designated Routes to School
The City and 8C School District jointly developed a map depicting a preliminary network of designated "safe school routes"
connecting Ontario neighborhoods and commercial areas with surrounding schools. The preliminary routes include:
ft W/E Idaho Avenue west of ME/SE 4th Street
« SW 2nd Avenue between SW 10th and SW 4th streets
• SW/SE 5th Avenue between S Park Boulevard and Interstate 84
• SW 2nd Street between SW 5th and SW 11th avenues
• SW/NW 6th Street between SW 5th and NW 8th avenues
Worth noting is that the preliminary "safe school routes" network should not be interpreted as the only routes connecting
schools with surrounding areas. Ontario's street grid provides relatively good system connectivity, enabling students to use a
variety of routes based on convenience and comfort.

Pedestrian

Facilities

Similar to the West and East Downtown areas, the availability and condition of sidewalks near schools varies by location. A
relatively complete sidewalk system exists on SW 2nd and SW 3rd avenues between the schools and the West Downtown area,
with the exception of a few gaps on both streets near Lions Park. Walkers traveling along W Idaho Avenue between the High
School and Downtown benefit from a complete sidewalk network on both sides of the street. Pedestrians using NW 4th Avenue
and surrounding streets near May Roberts Elementary School encounter discontinuous sidewalks or no sidewalks altogether.
Sidewalk conditions near TVCC range from relatively new sidewalks on SW 5th Avenue (immediately north of campus) to streets
lacking sidewalks on one or both sides. The absence of sidewalks on SW 5th Avenue east of the campus forces pedestrians to
walk in adjacent yards or share the road with motorists.

Bicycle Facilities
Dedicated bicycle facilities (e.g., bike lanes and shared use paths) do not exist within immediate vicinity of Ontario schools and
TVCC. Rather, bicyclists share streets with motorists. Ontario's 2001 TSP identifies several bikeway system improvement projects,
including potential bike lane retrofit projects on SW 4th Avenue, N Oregon Street, W Idaho Avenue, NW 9th Street, and NW 4th
Avenue. The City is also exploring "Bicycle Boulevard" opportunities on SW 2nd and/or SW 3rd avenues between schools and
the Downtown core. Bicycle Boulevards accommodate bicyclists and motorists in the same travel lanes often with no specific
vehicle or bicycle lane delineation. Traffic controls along a Bicycle Boulevard assign priority to through cyclists while encouraging
through vehicle traffic to use alternate parallel routes. Traffic calming and other treatments along the corridor reduce vehicle
speeds so that motorists and bicyclists generally travel at the same speed, creating a safer and more-comfortable environment
for all users. These corridors also incorporate treatments to facilitate safe and convenient crossings where bicyclists must traverse
major streets.
ROADWAY SYSTEM
With the exception of the notable division created by the rail line, the roadway system in Downtown is organized into a grid
network. According to the 2006 Transportation System Plan (TSP) prepared by H. Lee and Associates, all of the roadways within
Downtown are under the jurisdiction of the City of Ontario. Five roadways within Downtown are functionally classified. EAA/
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Figure 3: Schools / Campus Base Map

Idaho Avenue and SW 4th Avenue provide the primary east-west travel routes,
while S Oregon Street, SW 2nd Street, and SE 2nd Street are the main north-south
routes. Table 7 summarizes the existing functionally classified roadway facilities in
Downtown.

TABLE 7: EXISTING ROADWAY FACILITIES
Approximate

Rested Speed

Functional Classificaîion1

Cross Section

Roadway W H t h (Ft)

Imph)

E/W tdaho Avenue

Principal Arterial/ Major Collector'

3-5 Lanes

40-60

25-30

SW 4th Avenue

Principal Arterial/ Major Collector3

2-5 Lanes

45-60

20-30

SW 2nd Street

Principal Arterial

3 Lanes

45-50

20

S Oregon Street

Major Collector

2-3 Lanes

45-50

20

SE 2nd Street

Minor Collector

2-3 fanes

50-60

20

Roadway

'According to the 2006 TSP
'Idaho Avenue is a prindpal arterial east of SW 2nd Street and a major collector west of SW 2nd Street
'SW 4th Avenue is a prindpal arteriaJ west of SW 2nd Street and a major collector east of SW 2nd Street
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Ontano Downtown Revtializathn Plan

September 2008
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Figure 4: Existing lane configurations and traffic control devices
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As Table 7 shows, the major roadways within Downtown are approximately 40 feet
wide and can be as wide as 55 feet in some locations. The width of these streets
allows for on-street parking to be provided along most downtown roadways, with
one exception being EAA/ Idaho Avenue. Theright-of-way(ROW) for these roadways
typically extends approximately 10-20 feet beyond the width of the paved roadway
and is primarily used for sidewalks, landscaping, and utilities. Figure 4 illustrates the
existing lane configurations and traffic control devices at the five locations where the
roads in Table 7 intersect.
All roadways within Downtown not shown in Table 7 are classified as local roads.
These roads generally have two-lane cross-sections with similar widths to those
shown in Table 7. Posted speeds on these roads typically range from 20-25 mph.
Intersections involving these roads are two-way stop controlled, with the east-west
streets generally being the stop controlled approaches.
RAIL LINE
The rail line running through Downtown Ontario is a section of the Union Pacific
Railroad's (UP) mainline. This line connects Oregon and Washington with much
of the rest of the United States. It is one of two Class I, transcontinental railroads
in Oregon, and the track through Ontario is rated as Class 5 track, which can
accommodate speeds up to 80 mph (according to ODOT's 2001 Oregon Rail Plan).
This section of the UP mainline is one of the state's most significant rail lines. In
1999, the UP mainline carried over 59 million gross tons through eastern Oregon.
Most of (his is through traffic, as less than one million tons originated in Malheur
County. Timber and other wood products and farm products are the two largest
categories of freight shipped by rail (as reported byODOT). According to the 2006
TSP, approximately 36 trains per day travel through Ontario on average.
There is a grade-separated crossing of the rail line at EM/ Idaho Avenue, which
allows traffic to continue to travel to and from Downtown under the rail line without
interruption. Just south of Downtown are two at-grade crossings, located at SW 5th
Avenue and SW 6th Avenue, which are controlled by automatic gates. However,
these three crossings are the only ones located within the vicinity of Downtown, and
when a train is passing through, the Idaho Avenue crossing is the only passable one.

Rail crossing on 5 W 5th Avenue
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Furthermore, the two at-grade crossings also cross a second set of tracks on the east
side of the main set of tracks. The pavement around these second set of tracks is
badly rutted and forces drivers to slow down significantly when crossing them.
TRAFFIC V O L U M E S A N D BOTH HIGHEST H O U R O P E R A T I O N S
Full classification counts were conducted for 16 hours on a typical mid-weekday in
May 2008 while school was in session at the five intersections shown in Figure 4.
These locations were selected based on feedback from the Oregon Department of
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Transportation's Transportation Planning and Analysis Unit (ODOTTPAU) and the City
of Ontario.
The system-wide peak hour was found to occur between 3 30 to 4:30 p.m. The
system peak hour volumes have been adjusted per ODOT guidelines to reflect the
30th highest hour. A memorandum was submitted to OOOTTPAU documenting this
adjustment. Figure 5 summarizes the 30th highest-hour turning movement volumes
at the Ontario study intersections (all numbers in Figure 4 have been rounded to the
nearest five vehicles per hour).

Existing Traffic

Conditions

Intersection operations were measured via two methodologies: Ievel-of-service (LOS)
and volume to capacity ratio. All level-of-service analyses described in this report
were performed in accordance with the procedures stated in the 2000 Highway
Capacity Manual published by the Transportation Research Board.
Ontario has adopted levef-of-service standards for intersections within its jurisdiction.
The City requires that a minimum of LOS " 0 " be maintained at signalized
intersections and a minimum of LOS "E" be maintained for the critical movement
at unsignalized intersections. The signalized intersection standard applies to the
intersections of E Idaho Avenue/SE 2nd Street, W Idaho Avenue/S Oregon Street,
Intersection of E Idaho A v e and NE/SE 2nd
Street

W Idaho Avenue/SW 2nd Street, and SW 4th Avenue/SW 2nd Street, while the
unsignalized intersection criteria applies to only the SW 4th Avenue/S Oregon Street
intersection.
All intersection level-of-service evaluations used the peak 15-minute flow rate during
the system peak hour. Using the peak 15-minute flow rate ensures that this analysis
is based on a reasonable worst-case scenario. For this reason, the analysis reflects

conditions that are only likely to occur for 15 minutes out of each average peak hour. The transportation system will likely
operate under conditions better than those described in this report during all other time periods.
The second operations methodology involves volume to capacity ratio. ODOT bases its traffic operation standards on this
performance measure which is a measure of the percentage of used capacity on a roadway or intersection. The 1999 Oregon
Highway Plan stipulates the applicable performance standards for different highways across the state. While none of the study
intersections are currently on ODOT owned and maintained highways, a volume to capacity standard of 0.85 was used to assess
the performance of the study intersections.
Figure 5 summarizes the traffic operations analysis for the study intersections under the 30th highest hour existing traffic
conditions. As the figure shows, all of the study intersections currently operate at acceptable levels of service and volume to
capacity ratios during the 30th highest hour, though the SW 4th Avenue/S Oregon Street intersection is operating at the LOS
"E" threshold. Appendix "D" includes the level-of-service worksheets under year 2008 existing traffic conditions.
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Future Baseline Levels of Service
The future baseline analysis projects traffic conditions 22 years into the future (year 2030). The purpose of this analysis is to
establish a base set of future conditions, assuming currently projected growth in the region. This baseline will be used for
comparison against design alternatives for Downtown that will be identified later on in this project.
The year 2030 volumes were obtained by applying an annual growth rate of 1.6%. This growth rate was used based on a
recommendation from ODOT TPAU, which calculated the rate from historical growth that occurred at three locations prior to the
opening of the Yturri Beltline. This rate represents a 0.3% increase over the rate used in the 2006 TSP. The year 2030 volumes
for the 30th highest hour are shown in Figure 6.
The volumes shown in Figure 6 were used to determine the year 2030 baseline levels-of-service. As the figure indicates, nearly
all of the study intersections are forecast to operate at acceptable levels of service, with the exception of the unsignalized
intersection of SW 4th Avenue/S Oregon Street. It should also be noted that the W Idaho Avenue/S Oregon Street and E Idaho
Avenue/SE 2nd Street intersections are forecast to operate with a v/c ratio greater than 0.85, the ODOT standard. The v/c
ratio could be brought down to 0.79 at the W Idaho Avenue/S Oregon Street intersection if overlap phasing were provided to
northbound right-turns; however this may decrease pedestrian and bicyclist comfort levels and safety at this intersection. The v/c
ratio at the E Idaho Avenue/SE 2nd Street intersection would be 0.85 if the northbound approach were restriped to provide an
exclusive left-turn lane and a shared through/right-turn lane. Appendix "£" includes the level-of-service worksheets under year
2030 baseline traffic conditions.

SW4th Avenue/S Oregon

Street

The SW 4th Avenue/S Oregon Street intersection is forecast to have a critical movement that will operate at LOS "F" and over
capacity under year 2030 baseline conditions. This is primarily due to the conflict between northbound through and left-turning
traffic with eastbound left-turning vehicles, which represent the highest volume movement at the intersection. Per the 2003
edition of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), one out of three signal warrants are projected to be met
at this intersection under 2030 total traffic conditions. An analysis of this intersection with traffic signal control revealed that
the intersection would operate acceptably (LOS " B " and v/c ratio of 0.69) with a traffic signal and permitted phasing on all
approaches. An analysis conducted with ODOT's roundabout spreadsheet indicated that a single-lane roundabout would also
be able to accommodate these forecast volumes with acceptable operations (LOS "A" and a maximum v/c ratio of 0.65 on
all approaches). Appendix "F" contains the signalized intersection analysis and ODOT roundabout spreadsheet results. It is
important to note that the right-of-way requirements of a roundabout would exceed those of a signalized intersection, which
may be a limiting factor given that all four corners of the intersection are currently built-out. At the same time, it is likely that this
northbound traffic is primarily commuters who are familiar with the area and who may adjust their travel patterns to avoid this
delay (e.g. travel north on SW 2nd Street or SW 1 st Street).
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C R A S H DATA A N A L Y S I S
The crash history at the study intersections was reviewed to identify potential safety
issues. ODOT provided crash records for the study intersections and for all of the S
Oregon Street intersections between W Idaho Avenue and SW 4th Avenue for the
most recent five-year period, from January 1, 2003, through December 31, 2007.
Table 8 summarizes the crash data at these intersections over the past five years.
Appendix "G" contains the crash data.

TABLE 8: INTERSECTION CRASH SUMMARY (2003-2007)
Crash Type-

Craih Severity

Crflïh Hate

Angle

Turning

Rear End

Side? Swipe

Other

PDO'

Injury

Total

(per MEV*1}

E Idaho Avenue/SE 2nd Street

S

1

4

1

0

8

3

11

0.22

W Idaho Avenue/N Oregon Street

3

5

5

0

1

5

9

14

0.28

W Idaho Avenue/NW 2nd Street

0

2

0

0

0

1

1

2

0.07

SW 4th Avenue/SW 2nd Street

2

0

2

0

0

3

1

4

0.17

S W 1st Avenue/S Oregon Street

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

None reported

N/A-1

SW 2nd Avenue/S Oregon Street

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

2

N/A

S W 3rd Avenue/S Oregon Street

0

t

1

0

0

1

1

2

N/A

S W 4th Avenue/S Oregon Street

1

0

2

0

0

3

0

3

0.21

Intersection

*PDO = property damage only
! MEV

= million entering vehicles

'Crash rates were onty calculated tor intersections where traffic counts were obtained forthis study.

Table 8 shows that the raw number of crashes, as well as the crash rates, at the
study intersections are not noticeably high. However, injury crashes make up the
majority of the crashes at the W Idaho Avenue/N Oregon Street intersection. These
injury crashes include three rear-ends at the westbound approach, three turning
crashes, two angle crashes, and one turning crash involving a bicyclist. All of these
crashes were due to driver error, including following too close, failing to yield the
right-of-way, and disregarding the traffic signal. Two of the turning crashes Involved
a southbound left-turning vehicle. Crashes such as these could likely be prevented
in the future by switching to protected left-turn phasing on the north and south
approaches. However, it should be noted that a switch to protected phasing would
negatively impact operations at this intersection. Under existing conditions, a v/c
ratio of 0.85 could be maintained at the intersection, but under future conditions,
widening of the intersection or other intensive modifications would be required if
protected phasing were in place.
The one crash that involved the bicyclist occurred when a northbound right-turning
vehicle struck a bicyclist traveling northbound on the right side of the vehicle. Such
an incident could have been possibly avoided if a bite lane were present between
the northbound right-turn and shared through/left-turn lanes. This would have
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provided an opportunity for the bicyclist to travel on the left side of the right-turning
vehicle. No other crashes involving pedestrians or bicycles were reported at the five
study intersections or the intersections along Oregon Street in the Downtown core
during this time period. No other marked patterns were identified in the review of
the crash data.

OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
E C O N O M I C A N D B U S I N E S S OPPORTUNITIES A N D CONSTRAINTS
Downtown Ontario currently has a strong foundation on which to entice future
business activity and development to the area. While Oregon Street features some
endemic commercial vacancy, the vacant storefronts are well outnumbered by
unique local shops and services. The commercial space is housed in classic "mainstreet"-style storefronts and historic buildings, which offer an engaging pedestrian
and shopping experience.
Oregon Street enjoys advantages over historic main streets in similarly-sized cities.
Most importantly, the street still experiences significant traffic. It remains a major
connector and through route between east and west parts of the city. While future
pedestrian and streetscape improvements will be strong amenities, it is important to
remember that vehicular traffic and visibility are critical to retail success and should
be maintained and enhanced.
In addition to vehicular traffic through downtown, it is estimated that over 500
people work in or near Downtown Ontario. Local employees are a key sector of
business for retail and commercial service businesses, as well as current and future
residents.
The Downtown offers the historic "bones," charm, and walkability that newer
development cannot recreate. In most communities, residents desire a thriving
Downtown, and root for its success. Proper design, development and land use
choices can tap into this innate sentiment and the other advantages that a historic
Downtown has to offer over strip malls and newer commercial forms.

Business Opportunities

in Downtown

Ontario

Despite the fact that overall spending is more than local households account for,
there are some specific types of retail business in which area spending does not
match the spending of local households. In other words, in these categories, local
households are doing additional spending outside of the market area.
These categories represent opportunities for new businesses, where a "gap" exists
between the amount of spending by local households and the limited options
currently available to them.
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TABLE 9: RETAIL CATEGORIES - FOR WHICH LOCAL SPENDING IS LEAKING OUT OF THE LOCAL AREA (2 MILE RADIUS
OF DOWNTOWN ONTARIO)
Relaii Categories

Demand
{Consumer Expenditures)

Supply
{Retail Sa(es)

Opportunity
Gap; Surplus

Electronics and Appliance Stores-443

$5,889,200

$4,014,000

$1,875,200

Radio, Television, Electronics Stores-443112

$3,590,000

$1,468,000

$2,122,000

Computer and Software Stores-44312

$1,108,000

$780,500

$327,500

$202,500

$85,200

$117,300

$26,721,200

$54,122,700

($27,401,500)

Camera and Photographic Equipment Stores-44313

Building Material, Garden Equip Stores-444

$9,831,000

$5,160,900

$4,670,200

$35,621,000

$34,949,100

$671,900

Convenience Stores-44512

$1,574,800

$638,500

$936,300

Specialty Food Stores-4452

$1,026,300

$469,000

$557,300

Home Centers-44411

Food and Beverage Stores-445

Beer, Wine and Liquor Stones-4453

Health and Personal Care Stores-446
Optical Goods Stores-44613

Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores-448
Childrens, Infants Clothing Stores-44813
Family Clothing Stores-44814
Clothing Accessories Stores-44815
Other Clothing Stores-44819
Shoe Stores-4482

$2,112,500

$404,700

$1,707,800

$13,219,300

$24,495,900

($11,276,600)

$446,200

$382,000

$64,200

$10,854,700

$14,129,100

($3,274,400)

$578,700

$238,600

$340,100

$4,305,600

$0

$4,305,600

$162,100

$26,500

$135,700

$494,000

$266,000

$228,000

$1,571,400

$1,415,300

$156,000

$111,200

$0

$111,200

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, Music Stores-451

$4,836,100

$7,055,600

($2,219,500)

Hobby, Toys and Games Stores-45112

$1,051,400

$317,300

$734,100

$53,900

$0

$53,900

Luggage and Leather Goods Stores-44832

News Dealers and Newsstands-451212
Prerecorded Tapes, CDs, Record Stores-45122

Miscellaneous Store Retailers-453
Florists-4531
Gift, Novelty and Souvenir Stores-45322
Used Merchandise Stores-4533

$530,000

$86,400

$443,600

$6,418,700

$7,998,300

($1,579,700)

$446,700

$175,300

$271,400

$1,094,800

$104,000

$990,800

$531,800

$239,500

$292,300

Sources: Claritas, Johnson Reid, LLC

Many of the categories above are an excellent fit for the Downtown area, including
a range of clothing categories, shoe stores, hobby shops, music shops, and
smaller businesses such as florist, newsstand, eyeglass store, or gift and novelty
shops. Downtown environments are best suited to smaller, specialty businesses
which reflect the taste and perspective of their owners. These businesses are not
particularly well-suited for large shopping centers, and thus they are a natural niche
for a downtown main street.
In addition to retail categories, the Downtown area is an excellent location for
professional and medical services. These businesses include banking, insurance,
brokerage firms and other financial businesses, as well as real estate, doctor, dental
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and specialist offices. 8y offering sufficient real estate options, in an attractive
atmosphere, the Downtown area should be able to out-compete other areas of
town for these types of tenants.

Challenges to Business in Downtown

Ontario

The greatest challenge facing Downtown is its competitive position vis-a-vis other
commercial areas in town, in particular highway-based "big box" and strip-style
retail- These types of retail centers can house bigger brand-name stores, and are
often seen as more convenient for auto-centric shoppers.
Much of the new commercial development in Ontario has taken place just to the
east of the junction of 1-84 and Highway 30, where multiple shopping centers
have located. These centers tend to be anchored by brand-name big box retailers,
situated around large parking lots. Some smaller retail buildings are located on pads
in the parking lot. This style of development has become common in communities
of ail sizes, and tends to be located on or very close to highways or major arterials
for accessibility.
Aside from these newer shopping centers, other commercial activity in Ontario has
located along major transportation routes, such as SW 4th Avenue. Over time,
the transition to auto-centric commercial forms has led to a diminishment of the
Downtown and the central role it has historically played in the City's commerce and
community. This has been a common sequence of events in cities across the country.
However, as previously stated, a historic downtown features many innate advantages
that can be used to overcome the challenges of shifting commercial location
trends. For one, it has a strong pre-established identity for most residents. It has
an appealing historic development form that is well-suited for window shopping,
dining, facilitating social interaction, and other community activities that are not
natural at a large auto-oriented shopping center.
The challenge is to establish a niche which differentiates the Downtown from other
commercial options, and ensure that it is visible and accessible for shoppers.
P E D E S T R I A N A N D BICYCLE S Y S T E M EVALUATION

SYSTEM STRENGTHS AND

WEAKNESSES

SYSTEM STRENGTHS
Summarized below, various characteristics create a positive bicycling and walking
environment in Downtown Ontario and surrounding areas.
Land Use Characteristics
Land use characteristics, particularly along S Oregon Street, contribute to a
pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly environment. For instance, buildings fronting the
sidewalk edge in the West Downtown area create a sense of tight urban form, and
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an inviting pedestrian atmosphere. Walking and bicycling as a means for running
errands are also encouraged through the grouping of diverse land uses in the
D o w n t o w n core.

Streetscape Treatments
Streetscape treatments on S Oregon Street and surrounding areas also create an
attractive walking and bicycling environment. Treatments along S Oregon Street
include street trees, benches, trash receptacles, and ornamental banners celebrating
Downtown Ontario. The presence of on-slreet parking also buffers foot traffic
from adjacent motor vehicle traffic. Other nearby streets (e.g., segments of SW
3rd Avenue) include planter strips between the sidewalk and curb, providing an
additional buffer between pedestrians and motorists.
System Connectivity
Ontario's street grid provides generally good system connectivity within the West
and East Downtown areas, and between the West Downtown area and nearby
schools. The relatively well-connected grid facilitates convenient and direct bicycle

Downtown street banners

and pedestrian travel.
Pedestrian System Expansions
Newly-constructed sidewalks and curb ramps in conjunction with adjacent property
developments continue to expand Ontario's pedestrian network while also filling
system gaps.
Presence of Intersection Treatments for Pedestrian Crossings
Curb fx tensions
Curb extensions slow vehicle traffic by creating a visual "pinch point" for
approaching motorists. Typically constructed within the on-street parking lane (e.g.,
along S Oregon Street), these devices can calm traffic passing through or turning
at an intersection. Curb extensions reduce pedestrian crossing distances, and also
increase motorists' visibility of pedestrians waiting to cross the street.
Mid-Block Crossings
Mid-block crossings meet pedestrian crossing needs where traditional street
intersections do not exist. These crossings typically include marked crosswalks and/
or other treatments. These crossings exist along the three-block section of S Oregon
Street between W/E Idaho Avenue and SW/SE 3rd Avenue. Each crossing includes
curb extensions and a marked crosswalk. Field observations indicate that these
crossing treatments have been quite effective with driver compliance.
SYSTEM WEAKNESSES
Described below, pedestrians and bicyclists in and around Downtown Ontario face a
variety of challenges.
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Barriers
Several physical barriers limit direct pedestrian and bicycle travel between Downtown
and other parts of the city. Examples include major streets such as W/E Idaho
Avenue, characterized by higher vehicle speeds and volumes. The Union Pacific
Railroad also represents a major barrier by limiting east-west travel to two at-grade
crossings within the study area. Consequently, pedestrians and bicyclists traveling
between the West and East Downtown areas must follow circuitous routing.
Lack of Wayfinding Tools
Ontario's pedestrian and bicycle system could benefit from signage and other
wayfinding tools to orient users and direct them to and through major destinations
like Downtown, surrounding schools, commercial areas, TVCC, and neighborhoods.
Poor Lighting in Some Areas
Bicyclists on E Idaho Avenue must either use

vehicle travel lanes or share narrow sidewalks
and tunnels with pedestrian

Some areas (e.g., the segments of E Idaho Avenue and SE 5th Avenue near the
Union Pacific Railroad) have minimal or no street lighting. The absence of lighting
can potentially decrease pedestrian and bicyclist comfort and safety.
Maintenance Issues
Several types of maintenance issues complicate pedestrian/bicycle travel in
Downtown Ontario and surrounding areas. Existing sidewalks in some parts of the
city suffer from cracking or heaving (e.g., the west side of SW 3rd Street north of
SW 3rd Avenue). Uneven pavement joints (often caused by tree roots below the
sidewalk) create tripping hazards and complicate travel for wheelchair users. Water
ponding on sidewalk surfaces can further challenge walking and bicycling, especially
when ponding water freezes in cold weather.
Underpasses Lacking Adequate Bicycle / Pedestrian Facilities
Bicyclists and pedestrians encounter "pinch points" on underpasses with narrow
or no dedicated facilities for non-motorized users. In Downtown Ontario, these
conditions exist on the E Idaho Avenue underpass crossing the Union Pacific
Railroad. Bicyclists must either share travel lanes with motorists or share narrow
sidewalks with pedestrians (which include tunnels with minimal lighting).
Difficult Railroad Crossings
Pedestrians and bicyclists encounter difficult railroad crossings in some locations.
Discussed earlier, bicyclists on E Idaho Avenue must share the road with higher-speed
motorists or share narrow sidewalks with pedestrians as they cross the Union Pacific
Railroad. Farther south, the SE 5th Avenue railroad crossing lacks sidewalks, forcing
pedestrians into the roadway or adjacent unpaved areas. Bicyclists at this crossing
encounter deteriorated pavement conditions.
Fragmented Sidewalk Network in Some Areas

Existing railroad tracks that cross 5th Avenue
present a hazard tor cyclists
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from 3 fairly complete sidewalk network while the system is fragmented in other
areas. A relatively complete system exists in the West Downtown area and nearby
residential neighborhoods, while many street segments lack sidewalks in the East
Downtown area. Beyond the Downtown core and immediate neighborhoods,
sidewalk gaps exist along several streets leading to schools, although sidewalk infill
projects have occurred as part of adjacent property development.
Sidewalk Obstructions
Although sidewalks exist on numerous streets, their use is occasionally hindered by
obstructions like vegetation, utility poles, mailboxes and other items. For example,
pedestrians on the east side of SW 1st Street (near SW 1st Avenue) encounter light
poles in the sidewalk's center.
Difficult Street Crossings
Non-motorized users face a variety of difficult street crossing conditions:

This light pole reduces the passable sidewalk
width on S W 1 st Street near S W 1 st Avenue

High-Volume Streets
Bicyclists and pedestrians face challenging crossing conditions on W/E Idaho Avenue. Several intersections have minima! crossing
treatments to facilitate comfortable north-south crossing movements.
Difficulties

for Disabled Pedestrians

Pedestrians with disabilities experience crossing difficulties in some areas. Curb ramps at some intersections are in poor condition
or disrepair, while some intersections lack curb ramps altogether. In some cases, marked crosswalks lead to sidewalks with
no curb ramps (e.g., on SW 3rd Avenue near Ontario Middle School). This can make traveling by wheelchair or motorized
mobility device challenging, if not impossible. Visually- and mobility-impaired pedestrians also experience difficulty navigating
through intersections with curb ramps oriented diagonally toward the intersection's center rather than toward a crosswalk. Curb
ramps lacking detectable warning strips complicate travel for visually-impaired pedestrians unable to detect when they have
transitioned from the sidewalk to the street.

tack of Bicycle Detection at Signalized

Intersections

Several signalized intersections lack bicycle detection devices (e.g., loop detectors
or conveniently-placed push buttons). The lack of these devices creates challenging
bicycle crossing conditions, forcing bicyclists to either dismount to reach a push
button, or wait until a vehicle activates a loop detector. Cyclists would benefit from
enhanced detection at the intersections of Idaho Avenue at Oregon Street, E Idaho
Avenue at SE/NE 2nd Street, SW 4th Avenue at SW 2nd Street, and SW 4th Avenue
at SW 10th Street near TVCC.
Faded Crosswalk

Markings

Crosswalk markings have faded in some locations, particularly along major streets
where higher volumes of auto traffic generate increased wear-and-tear on pavement
markings. Example locations include intersections along W Idaho Avenue, and at
some intersections along S Oregon Street (e.g., at SW/SE 3rd Avenue).
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Inadequate Bike Parking in Some Areas
Described earlier, the quantity and quality of bike parking in Downtown and
surrounding areas varies by location. Most schools provide on-campus bike parking,
typically consisting of bike racks in uncovered locations near building entrances or
playgrounds. Most racks are situated immediately adjacent to walls, shrubbery or
fences, and have reduced capacity by limiting user access to one side of the rack
only. Some existing racks are also considered substandard because they do not
provide sufficient points of contact to support a bicycle at two locations (e.g., several
racks adjacent to buildings in the West Downtown area).
The Project Team also observed informal bike parking occurring in the West
Downtown area, with cyclists securing their bikes to hand rails, street signs, light
poles and other objects. Informal bike parking suggests that not enough formalized
parking is provided, existing bike racks are not sited in desirable locations, and/or
existing racks are considered substandard by users.
Demonstrated Need for More Bicycle/Pedestrian Facilities
The presence of "demand paths" in some areas indicates a demand for pedestrian
and bicycle facilities where they currently do not exist, or where formalized facilities
require users to follow circuitous routes to overcome relatively short distances. This
is particularly evident in Ontario's Depot Square area, where non-motorized users
have created short-cuts across the Union Pacific Railroad. These activities respond
to the relatively long distances between formalized railroad crossings. Opportunities
for improvements to routes between local schools and the downtown include the
following:
• Intersection improvements at the intersections of Idaho Avenue and NW 2nd, N
Oregon and NE 2nd Streets, as well as at 4th Avenue and S. Park, SW 4th and
SW 2nd Street.
• Potential bicycle boulevards along portions of S 3rd Avenue, N 3rd Avenue and
W 2nd Street.
m Potential bicycle lanes or marking along portions of Idaho Avenue {between S
Verde and NW 3rd Street) and S Sth Avenue, 2nd Street and N Oregon (north of
Idaho).
STREETSCAPE OPPORTUNITIES A N D CONSTRAINTS

STREETSCAPE

OPPORTUNITIES

Following is a list of potential opportunities for streetscape enhancements within the
study area. (Constraints are described on the next page.) This should be seen as an
initial set of ideas for improving the pedestrian environment and attracting residents
and visitors to shop downtown. These ideas will be reviewed with the public and
further prioritized."
• Establish a streetscape hierarchy for the various streets within the downtown
district to address varying street/sidewalk design needs.
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• Adopt and enforce street plan/streetscape design standards
for the entire downtown district, with a strong focus on S
Oregon Street.
* In order to prevent haphazard and dangerous placement
of objects and street furniture on the sidewalk, establish
defined zones (e.g. clear zone, building zone, furnishing
zone) of the sidewalk that clearly defines where various
elements (benches, trees, cafe tables, sandwich-board signs)
etc. can be placed.
• In accordance with an adopted streetscape plan, install
consistent street furnishings downtown (benches, garbage
cans, etc.).
• Install additional, short-term bike parking throughout
downtown, with a strong focus on S Oregon Street. (Bike

Awnings provide welcome shade along much of S Oregon St

racks generally should be of a consistent, proven, and easyto-use design. Art racks should also be considered for select
locations.
• Complement the existing cobra-head lights (oriented to
automobiles and the roadway) with pedestrian-scale street
lights that illuminate the sidewalk.
• Plant street trees to provide shade and downtown
beautification. (See SW 3rd Avenue for a positive example.)
• Promote use of awnings to provide shade and weather
protection along the sidewalk and building storefronts.
it Improve storefront facades along S Oregon Street and
throughout the downtown district. Focus on paint, lighting,
detailing, awnings, and windows. (This could include
reinstating some windows currently covered over.)
• Adopt and enforce design standards for building and

Street trees along S W 3rd Avenue

business signage.
• Adopt and enforce architectural design standards that
recognize and support the character and history of Ontario's
downtown, while allowing flexibility for business owners,
property owners, and developers.

There are opportunities for facade improvements, including the
reinstatement of windows, in d o w n t o w n
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STREETSCAPE

CONSTRAINTS

m Depending on available right-of-way and sidewalk width,
deep awnings may leave little room to plant street trees,
especially larger shade trees.
• Street trees and high contrast caused by awnings can make
it more difficult to see inside shops from the street on bright
Eastern Oregon summer days.
• Street trees can suffer in the Eastern Oregon climate, and
may require consistent watering and/or irrigation.
• Streetscape design and maintenance costs can be high; a
balance of grants and long-term funding strategies should
Sidewalks are inconsistent or missing in some areas of downtown

be explored.
• Existing sidewalks/streetscapes throughout the downtown
district (save for S Oregon Street) are of an inconsistent
design and construction, and are often not well-maintained;
many sidewalk gaps exist.

Existing sidewalk widths and deep awnings make tree planting in some parts of d o w n t o w n difficult
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ROADWAY

SYSTEM

OPPORTUNITIES

The streets in Downtown Ontario are generally wider than most roadways with
similar cross-sections. In some instances, this may allow for the conversion of parallel
parking to standard or back-in angle parking. Standard angle parking is often less
intimidating to elderly drivers and would allow for more on-street parking in the
Downtown core, which would allow for the redevelopment of some of the existing
surface parking lots. Back-in angle parking would also allow for more on-street
parking and would also provide the additional advantage of being safer for bicyclists,
as it eliminates the need for the driver to look backward over his or her shoulder
when leaving the parking space. However, drivers who are not comfortable backing
into a space may have similar issues with back-in angle parking as they would with
parallel parking. The existing transportation system also has a fair amount of spare
capacity and can accommodate a significant amount of growth without requiring
extensive infrastructure improvements. Finally, there also exists the opportunity to
create a couplet out of S Oregon Street and SW 2nd Street, in which S Oregon Street
would accommodate northbound traffic, while SW 2nd Street would accommodate
only southbound traffic. This would likely further improve traffic operations at the S
Oregon Street and SW 2nd Street intersections of W Idaho Avenue.
• Providing angled parking in select locations (including S Oregon Street) could
increase the supply of on-street parking downtown - especially adjacent to
retail. (Doing so will require an examination of available right-of-way and street
function/ classification.)
• Pursue a district parking strategy to make parking more efficient, limit the
amount parking that must be provided by individual businesses, and free up land
for (re)development.
• Calm traffic thoughout the pedestrian-oriented downtown, and especially on S
Oregon Street. Specific measures may include the use of angles parking, traffic
circles, chicanes, bulb-outs, tree planting, and bulb-outs/ curb extensions.
• Relocate the Greyhound station to a more central location. This may be the
Depot, especially if passenger train service is restored.
n Improve bicycle and pedestrian connections on SW 5th Avenue and SE 5th
Avenue.
• Design SW 3rd Avenue as a primary pedestrian/bicycle connection from the
Depot west.

Could SE 3rd Avenue be extended to connect to the Depot?
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ROADWAY

SYSTEM

CONSTRAINTS

The westbound approach to the W Idaho Avenue/S Oregon Street intersection
is constrained by the railroad overcrossing and accompanying retaining walls.
Specifically, the westbound left-turn lane is only long enough to accommodate two
or three vehicles at a time. The ability to lengthen the left-turn lane is constrained
by the overall width of the roadway underpass which cannot be widened without
completely rebuilding the underpass and rail structure. Therefore, the storage length
of the westbound left-turn lane cannot be extended by any significant amount
without incurring great cost.
Buildings in the Downtown core typically abut the sidewalk at the corners of
intersections. This would make the widening of any of these intersections to
accommodate either additional travel ianes or a roundabout a difficult task.
Finally, the rail line presents a major obstacle to east-west downtown connectivity.
As was previously mentioned, only the W Idaho Avenue underpass provides an
uninterrupted connection between the East and West Downtown districts.
• Automobiles travel on S Oregon Street at speeds too high for a downtown main
street.
• The Snake River Transit route bypasses downtown almost entirely.
• Inconsistent curb locations make a uniform on-street parking strategy downtown
more difficult to implement-

The existing rail line is a significant barrier to east-west connectivity in d o w n t o w n

R E D E V E L O P M E N T OPPORTUNITIES A N D CONSTRAINTS

SUMMARY

OF REDEVELOMENT

POTENTIAL

Downtown Ontario cuirentiy has a strong foundation on which to entice future
investment and development to the area. While S Oregon Street features some
endemic commercial vacancy, the vacant storefronts are well outnumbered by
unique local shops and services. The commercial space is housed in classic "mainstreef'-stylestorefrontsand historic buildings, which offer an engaging pedestrian
and shopping experience.
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S Oregon Street enjoys advantages over historic main streets in similarly-sized
cities. Most importantly, the street still experiences significant traffic. It remains a
major connector and through route between various parts of the city. While future
pedestrian and streetscape improvements will be strong amenities, it is important to
remember that vehicular traffic and visibility are critical to retail success and should
be maintained and enhanced.
Development is driven by achievable rents and sale prices. Development occurs when

Large, vacant parcel adjacent to Brewsky's, as
seen from E Idaho Ave

rents are strong enough to support the cost of new construction. The real estate
market, not the developer, dictates what rent level can be achieved.
An assessment of current market rents in the downtown area, and the pace
of recent development, indicates that in the current climate, development and
redevelopment are somewhat challenging but not out of the question. The current
planning process, if rt results in public-sector infrastructure investments and
incentives/partnerships for developers, can provide an important signal to private

Potential public park space at the corner of S

investors that downtown is growing.

Oregon Street and S W 1st Avenue

The following section briefly summarizes the development/redevelopment
opportunities identified on the accompanying map (Figure 7). The sites identified are
generally those which are currently undeveloped, used for parking, or perhaps with
one or more small structures.
REDEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY SITES
The disposition of these sites and any redevelopment (or lack thereof) is completely
under the control of the property owners. The City can take steps to encourage
redevelopment but ultimately property owners need to take the initiative to make
it happen. The inclusion of specific sites here as "development opportunities" is
completely hypothetical - individual sites may redevelop soon, in decades, or never
General opportunities for redevelopment and include the following:

DEVELOPMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

• Encourage mixed-use development (office and/or residential over retail)
throughout downtown to support local businesses and provide vibrancy to
downtown on evenings and weekends.
• Existing alleys can provide service and parking access for new development.

Parking lots between S Oregon and the railroad tracks
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• Establish business improvement district (BID), local improvement district (LID),
and/or urban renewal area to fund streetscape and facade improvements as well
as maintenance. Pursue capital grants as well.

DEVELOPMENT

CONSTRAINTS

» There may be low demand for housing generally in Ontario, and in downtown
housing (apartments or condominiums) specifically.
Existing alley off of S W 3rd Avenue

• The existing development code may hinder redevelopment of long-vacant or
underutilized properties.
• New uses in existing buildings may require provision of additional on-site parking
- more than can be provided due to land constraints - according to the existing
development code.
• An abundance of commercially-zoned lands in other parts of the may slow or
prevent redevelopment within the downtown.
Specific redevelopment and opportunities sites are noted on Figure 7 and described
below. The disposition of these sites and any redevelopment (or lack thereof)
is completely under the control of the property owners. The City can take steps
to encourage redevelopment but ultimately property owners need to take the
initiative to make it happen. The inclusion of specific sites here as "development
opportunities" is completely hypothetical - individual sites may redevelop soon,
in decades, or never. Following is a summary of specific infill or redevelopment
opportunities noted on Figure 7.

Sites with Short to Medium-Term
1.

Redevelopment

Potential

Portions of the large City-owned parcels located on SE Third Avenue between
S Oregon Street and the historic depot building could host future residential
mixed-use redevelopment, as suggested in the "Depot Row" concept described
in the following section of this report. Development along SE Third would
leave a majority of the existing municipal parking lots in place. A portion of the
displaced parking spaces could be replaced by adding angle parking along one
side of SE Third Avenue and elsewhere in the downtown district.

Surface parking lots represent redevelopment potential while serving a necessary d o w n t o w n function
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Additionally, these parcels are under public ownership, giving the public control over how they are developed. As the City
considers the eventual financing options of Downtown Plan elements, the land value of these parcels becomes a powerful
tool in forming public/private partnerships. These parcels provide an excellent starting point for re-investment efforts.
2.

Enhancement of the green space at the corner of S Oregon Street and SW 1st Ave into a downtown park provides another
excellent short-term redevelopment opportunity. The park can be designed in such a way as to create an "entry moment"
for vehicles travelling south on S Oregon Street. With additional trees and landscaping, a focal point (such as a veterans
memorial or fountain), active edges and development focused towards the park, and programmed events and activities, this
park space could become an increasingly important community space in downtown Ontario. This project also is described in
more detail in the next chapter of this report.

3.

In addition to the three parking lot parcels, the vacant parcels surrounding Brewsky's restaurant to the north are also good
candidates to include in early planning. They are currently vacant, provide a contiguous north/south flow with the parking
lot parcels, have high visibility from E Idaho Avenue, and have been considered for development in the past

4.

The Fix Theater building is located on S Oregon Street between Third and Fourth Avenues. Redevelopment of theater
buildings for a different use poses a challenge as the space is highly specialized. However, along with the old movie theater
on SW First Street near SW Second Avenue (site number "5"), these are unique buildings in strong downtown locations.
One or both should experience creative reuse or redevelopment if a critical mass of other new downtown investment
precedes it.

5. The movie theater on SW 1 st Street near SW 2nd Ave is also identified. See note number "A" above for details.

Sites with Long-Term Redevelopment
6.

Potential

Remaining portions of the large city-owned parcels one block east of S Oregon Street, which currently serve as municipal
parking lots, offer a significant advantage for long-term redevelopment efforts- These large parking lots provide ready-made
redevelopment sites in the heart of the Downtown area. They are large enough to accommodate a range of uses, such as
buildings, parks/plazas, and continued use a significant portion of the area for parking.
Furthermore, these parcels are under public ownership, giving the public control over how they are developed. As the City
considers the eventual financing options of Downtown Plan elements, the land value of these parcels becomes a powerful
tool in forming public/private partnerships. These parcels provide an excellent starting point for re-investment efforts.
It is important to note that a number of community members have expressed concern about the loss of parking that could
come with redevelopment of these sites. Parking issues should be addressed as part of any specific redevelopment proposal;
these issues could be resolved with joint development of structured parking as part of any significant redevelopment, with
increased on-street angle parking, or a combination of the two.

7.

Many sites were identified with parking or low-intensity uses which might provide infill sites in the future, if the first phases
of reinvestment in downtown create economic incentive for more intense uses. Currently, these sites tend to be in use as
parking for adjacent businesses, and any redevelopment, if it occurs, would likely be in well in the future.
In the long-term context of this planning process, sites currently used for parking purposes present the best development
opportunities because the parcels are flat and not under more intensive use. However, parking is an essential component
of any business/retail district. In very few environments can shops and services thrive without convenient auto access for
customers and employees. The Downtown Plan and any specific development projects which arise from it must keep in mind
the importance of preserving auto traffic and parking, both on-street and off-
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Summary of Site Specific Opportunities

and Constraints

Following is a summary list of site-specific opportunities and constraints, many of which were described in more detail in the
preceding pages. The list is keyed to the Opportunities & Constraints diagram (Figure 8).
1.

Improve experiential quality of E Idaho Avenue underpass: improve lighting for pedestrian tunnels, install pedestrian/bike and
wayiinding signage; install welcome sign and/or other gateway elements; establish clean-up / maintenance program.

2.

Enhance gateways identifying west downtown entrances at S Oregon Street & Idaho Avenue, and S Oregon Street & 5th
Avenue.

3-

Enhance gateways identifying east downtown entrances at SE 5th Avenue & 2nd Street, and E Idaho Avenue & SE 2nd
Street.

4.

Enhance 100% corner located at South Oregon Street and 3rd Avenue.

5.

Improve the bicycle/pedestrian connection along 5th Avenue across the railroad tracks.

6.

Create public park at southwest corner of S Oregon Street and 1st Avenue. Park improvements could include a veterans'
memorial. (Re)development opportunities surrounding such a park should be explored, as should park programming.

7.

Continue the strong green connection west from downtown by extending street tree plantings along SW 3rd Avenue.
(Declare SW 3rd an "arbor street.")

8.

Celebrate watertowers in and near downtown as landmarks/icons.

9.

Redevelop the large, vacant parcel along East Idaho Avenue near the railroad tracks. (This site enjoys high visibility and
proximity to the downtown core.)

10- Redevelop the vacant theater at corner of SW 1 st Street and 2nd Avenue.
11. Explore opportunities to restore the Pix Theater building on S Oregon Street between 3rd and 4th Avenues.
12. Confirm and/or revisit the Depot Square Concept to determine which (if any) aspects still enjoy public support and which (if
any) aspects require further study and/or modification. Specific items for consideration may include;
C resting a public plaza or square in front of the Depot;
Creating a "festival street" on SE 3rd Avenue between the Depot and S Oregon Street,
Developing the SE 3rd Avenue frontages adjacent to the Depot to frame and activate the Depot Square or festival street
area,
Relocating the Greyound station to the Depot.
13. Provide bicycle/pedestrian railroad crossing adjacent to the Depot (as an extension of 3rd Avenue).

Downtown^ 100% corner at S Oregon and S W 3rd Avenue
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4. PRIORITY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
This chapter describes recommended improvement projects identified, evaluated and
refined during this planning process, including the following types of projects:
• Priority downtown improvement projects
• Other potential downtown improvement projects
• School/campus bicycle and pedestrian projects

DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
Much of the work in preparing this plan focused on a targeted list of priority
improvement projects for the downtown area. These concepts were identified
in the "Conceptual Design Views" component of the process and built from
the opportunities and constraints described in the previous chapter. They were
subsequently refined through review with the Project Management Team (PMT),
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and the general public (at two East/West
Downtown Workshops).
These recommended projects provide an innovative blend of land use planning,
urban design, and transportation planning to encourage a vibrant downtown and
promote both transportation-efficient land uses and multi-modal choice within
Downtown Ontario. They include the following projects which are indicated on
Figure 9:
• Gateway improvements at and near the intersection of West Oregon Street and
Idaho Avenue.
• Streetscape and storefront improvements along Oregon Street
• New Downtown Park located on the southwest corner of S Oregon Street and
SW 1 st Avenue
• Depot Row mixed use development adjacent to the historic Depot on SE 3rd
Avenue
* Improved railroad crossing along SE 5th Avenue between SE 1st Street and S
Oregon Street
Also highlighted is a new traffic signal at the intersection of SW 4th Avenue and
Oregon Street to accommodate future traffic volumes and improve traffic circulation
and efficiency at this intersection and along Oregon Street. Many of these
improvements are illustrated in Figure 9 (Circulation Map). This map summarizes the
location of streetscape, traffic, bicycle and pedestrian improvements and how they
will generally affect circulation in the downtown area.
The remainder of this section describes these proposed projects and includes a
variety of drawings and images to illustrate them. They are described in the context
of existing physical and other conditions within the downtown. A description of
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Downtown Ontario Circulation Overview Diagram
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Figure 9: Opportunities & Constraints

how they would impact the transportation system and affect the economic vitality
of the downtown area also is included. The following chapter describes a series of
strategies for implementing these projects in more detail.
D O W N T O W N GATEWAY
The Downtown Gateway concept announces Downtown Ontario with a series
of improvements that together create a gateway sequence that signal to drivers,
cyclists, and pedestrians that they are entering a different and special zone within
the city.
m The intersection of Oregon Street and Idaho Avenue is improved for pedestrians,
with tighter curb radii that shorten crossing distances and calm vehicular turning
movements. The intersection and/or crosswalks are treated with special paving
that announce the presence of pedestrians. This gateway may be further
enhanced by the installation of public art, monuments, or entrance signage, and
by prominent architectural features or facade improvements.
• The first block of S Oregon Street is remade as a boulevard with a landscaped
median and the introduction of an enhanced streetscape on either side.
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Streetscape improvements include additional street trees that provide needed
summertime shade and decorative, human-scale street lights that present
Downtown as an attractive pedestrian district for evening visitors.
• The first block of SW 1 st Street south of Idaho Avenue incorporates streetscape
improvements as well (street trees, pedestrian lighting and other amenities) and
signage encourages drives to use this alternative entrance to the downtown
from Idaho Avenue.
• As a major civic feature, the Downtown Park is the final piece of the gateway
sequence. Its northeast corner may contain a water feature or piece of public
art, while its core may be activated by programmed uses. (The Downtown Park
is described in more detail in the following section.) At this point, the streetscape
improvements continue to the south and angled parking is introduced on the
west side of Oregon to accommodate park-goers and visitors to Downtown.
Angled parking is continued for the length of the S Oregon "Main Street"
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Impacts
Streetscape improvements such as street trees, pedestrian and intersection improvements have more potential to directly affect
the aesthetic quality of the Downtown, and attract and keep customers of area businesses. These types of improvements should
enhance the customer experience, and help create a new visual identity for the Downtown. Ideally, they will draw additional
traffic through the downtown along Oregon and SW 1st Streets.
The proposed improvements are not expected to have any adverse impacts on the transportation system. In concert with
other improvements along Oregon Street and a proposed new traffic signal at the intersection of SW 4th Avenue and Oregon
Street, the improvements are expected to reduce the speed and volume of traffic along Oregon Street by approximately 15%
in comparison to future projections without these improvements. While this will represent a reduction in drive-by automobile
traffic, the diverted traffic is primarily expected to be people traveling through downtown (without stopping) who currently use
Oregon Street because it is the fastest route through downtown. This will primarily affect northbound traffic and is not expected
to substantially affect southbound traffic on Oregon Street. Other impacts would include:
• Moderate impacts on freight vehicles due to tighter curb radii at the Oregon/Idaho intersection. These impacts would be
mitigated by encouraging trucks to use SW 2nd Street rather than Oregon Street which most trucks currently do. Relatively
slower travel times on Oregon Street also will encourage truck traffic to use alternate routes.
• Improvements to pedestrian and bicycle safety related to streetscape and other improvements near the gateway and along
Oregon Street to the south (see below).
STREETSCAPE AND STOREFRONT I M P R O V E M E N T S
General streetscape and storefront improvements are recommended to help enliven the S Oregon "Main Street," improve
pedestrian comfort and safety, and attract customers and visitors to Ontario's Downtown.
It is often useful to think of the sidewalk as being divided into three distinct zones, each of which may have its own dimensions,
materials, and furnishings.
• The building frontage zone is the area directly adjacent and parallel to the building face. This area serves as a buffer
between the clear zone (or primary pedestrian way) and the building facade, and may contain business signage and outdoor
dining (when wide enough).
• The clear zone is the through zone of the sidewalk where the majority of pedestrian movement occurs. Because this is the
walking zone of the sidewalk, it should be kept clear of furnishings and signage at all times.
• The furnishing zone is that area of the sidewalk directly adjacent to the curb, and is the area where street trees, vegetation
beds, and street furniture (such as pedestrian-scale lighting, benches, and bike racks) are located. Business signage (such as
A-frame or sandwich boards) may also be located in the furnishing zone in accordance with local regulations.
Various streetscape improvements for these zones are described below.

Street Trees and

Awnings

Increasing the number of street trees and awnings is recommended for the length of the S Oregon Main Street in order to
both beautify the streetscape and provide needed shade during Ontario's hot summer months. Existing basement vaults
may preclude the planting of street trees in some areas. In some of these areas, it may be possible to plant trees in mid-block
pedestrian crossing areas as an alternative as long as any potential vision or safety issues can be addressed.
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Decorative Street

Lighting

Decorative, pedestrian-scale street lights will add distinction to the S Oregon
streetscape, and provide opportunities for additional banners and/or hanging flower
baskets. They will also provide appropriately-scaled lighting for improving the level of
comfort for pedestrians at night. It is generally recommended that specific, "darksky" fixtures are chosen so as to prevent light pollution. Additionally, given Ontario's
climate, the City should consider installing solar-powered fixtures or connecting
fixtures to a solar array.

Street

Furniture

Consistent street furniture, including benches, bike racks, seasonal planters, and
even public art, can help unify a district and provide visual interest and functional
amenities for shoppers, employees, visitors, and areas residents.

Storefront

Improvements

Facade improvements can improve the look and feel of a downtown, enhance
the pedestrian experience, and attract retail customers. Recommended storefront
improvements include creating pedestrian-scale store signage on windows and
blade signs, revealing transom windows to allow daylighting within stores, installing
awnings at a consistent height / projection to protect pedestrians from the elements,
recessing entries to provide visual interest and shelter from the weather, and large,
highly-transparent storefront windows to allow for both window-shopping and
"eyes on the street." These types of improvements would be entirely voluntary;

Portland,

OR
• -- •••-¿J»

however, the City could support them and possibly help cover their cost through a
matching grant or low-interest loan program if resources are available. Many cities
use urban renewal funding for such programs.
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Diagonal

parking

Diagonal parking is proposed along the west side of Oregon Street. Diagonal
parking will improve the efficiency of land use and enhance the supply of on-street
parking spaces. Diagonal parking also is proposed on the south side of SW 1st
Avenue adjacent to the proposed new City Park (see following section), along SW
3rd Street in the Depot Row area and could be implemented on a number of other
east/west streets in the downtown.

Intersection Paving and Curb

Extensions

Intersections along Oregon Street would be improved to include paved crosswalk
areas (either using decorative pavers or stamped concrete) and curb extensions,
similar to those already found at the intersection of SW

and Oregon. Selected

mid-block crossing along Oregon also would benefit from curb extensions and
decorative paving. If designed correctly to minimize impacts on visibility and
site distance, mid-block curb extensions also could include street trees or other
landscaping elements.

Wayfinding

Signage

Signs should be used to direct people to key community facilities (e.g., city
park, Depot and new plaza. City Hall and others). These signs will help visitors
navigate the downtown and may encourage them to visit areas and shops they
may otherwise not have seen. They may be integrated with wayfinding signage
proposed for bicycle boulevards in terms of their general design and content.

Pedestrian Passageways and/or

Courtyards

While there are currently limited opportunities for these types of amenities along
Oregon Street, they can help add variety and visual interest in a downtown area and
create opportunities for pedestrians and business customers to gather, rest and eat
or drink. They could be encouraged through future redevelopment of properties
along Oregon Street and/or other downtown streets.
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Impacts
As noted above, streetscape improvements such as street trees, pedestrian and
intersection improvements have more potential to directly affect the aesthetic
quality of the Downtown, and attract and keep customers of area businesses. They
should enhance the customer experience, and help create a new visual identity for
the Downtown. Street trees in particular enhance a retail environment over time,
beautifying and creating shade for pedestrians and cyclists. New pedestrian and
cycling connections in the neighborhood bring additional customers to the area, and
enhance the "pedestrian-scale" niche that can differentiate the Downtown business
district.
The types of small, specialty retailers and restaurants which do well in historic
downtowns should be attracted to these improvements. Once they are established
they will likely be seen as investments which improve the Downtown business
environment and accrue value to the business tenants. Such improvements also
draw office tenants, who often have more flexibility in where they locate than retail
tenants do, and therefore have more leeway to seek out the most pleasant business
environment in which they would like to work.
Storefront improvements are a net positive for commercial tenants. In the short
term, they can be disruptive as construction is underway, and business levels can fall.
However, significant improvements can be made very simply, with new paint, stucco,
or awnings. These improvements can convey a sense of recent investment and ongoing vitality in a district, as opposed to storefronts which show their age and lack of
investment. The look of new vitality will attract businesses and customers alike.
Storefront improvement programs always should be voluntary. Public agencies can
offer incentives such as subsidized design services, facilitated permitting, or cash
grants. One challenge for public agencies is to not make the process onerous on
property owners by drawing out approval and making the process overly reliant on
subjective design review processes. Resource spent on meeting additional process
requirements will quickly negate any gains from incentive programs for property
owners.
Implementing diagonal parking downtown is expected to benefit the area by
increasing the supply of conveniently located parking and slowing traffic to a degree
that improves visibility without causing delays to shoppers. These changes also can
become part of the district's unique identity, as the streets and parking configuration
would be distinct from other parts of the city.
As noted in previous and following sections, improvements on S Oregon Street
(narrower roadway cross section, parallel and back-in angled street parking, and a
more pedestrian-oriented environment) will likely lead to increased travel time along
the S Oregon Street corridor. As a result it is anticipated that there will be a subtle
shift in travel patterns where more eastbound traffic would divert from S Oregon
Street to SW 2nd Street. Specifically, it is assumed that 15% of eastbound through
vehicles on S Oregon Street would shift to SW 2nd Street. This assumption is based
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on the combination of reduced travel speeds due to the improvements along S
Oregon Street and the additional delay imposed on eastbound left-turning vehicles
by the proposed new signal at the SW 4th Ave/S Oregon Street intersection. These
impacts are described in more detail in the description of the proposed new traffic
signal. As noted previously, most diverted traffic is expected to be drivers who
would not otherwise have stopped to patronize businesses along Oregon Street.
D O W N T O W N PARK
The property at the southwest corner of S Oregon Street and SW First Avenue is
re-envisioned as a Downtown Park - a significant public amenity for residents and
visitors alike. (It should be noted that, at present, this piece of property is entirely
within private ownership.) Although there are many, many ways to design a public
park of this scale, there are several design principles which should at least be
considered for any design within an urban, downtown context such as Ontario's:
• Create an entry moment. The northeast corner of the park is part of the
gateway sequence into Downtown Ontario, but Is also the leading edge of a
park that is bounded by a building to the south and an alley / parking lot to the
west. This entry moment, then, becomes both a symbol for Downtown and an
organizing element for the park.
• Provide eyes on the park. New development on, or renovations of,
surrounding properties should include active entrances and storefront windows
that are oriented to the park, thereby providing a higher level of comfort and
perceived safety for this important civic space. There may even be opportunities
for future uses - such as restaurants - to spill out onto the park from adjacent
buildings.
• Establish a focal point A veterans' memorial, band-shell, public art or
fountain can provide a needed focal point for a park of this scale in this type of
location.

a Program events and activities. Programming is an important piece in keeping
parks active. Concerts, craft fairs, farmers markets, summer movies, and kids'
events are all ways to help activate a park and draw people Downtown.
• Sun and shade. In a climate like Ontario's, balancing out sun and shade within
a public park is important for creating a comfortable environment for park-users
year-round.
Two alternatives for the Downtown Park are presented here - not as the only two
ways to design such a facility, but rather as illustrative examples for how the above
principles could be put into practice. These two alternatives each contain several of
the same elements, described here:
• Park Promenade. The edges of the park are shown as promenades, with
0 llh^HH

speciallly-treated sidewalks (pavers, boardwalk, etc.) lined by a double row of
trees.
• Memorial Elements). There has been a stated interest in paying homage
to the City's (and our nation's) veterans at this park. There are many ways to
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incorporate memorial elements - from traditional statuary or monuments, to
symbolic art, to a memorial tree.
• Entry Feature. As discussed above, an entry feature can be quite powerful for
this park. This could be a fountain, landscape element, or memorial feature.

a Splash Fountain. Fountains - especially kid-friendly ones - are a popular draw,
especially where summers can be hot.
* Open Space. A sizable portion if not a majority of the park should be open
space, available for picnics, games, or programmed events.
• Amphitheater. Residents have suggested inclusion of an amphitheater or other
space to watch summer movies, concerts or other events. This could be located
along the west or south edges of the park and could incorporate a wall or more
temporary surface (e.g., a large fabric "screen" anchored to an archway) to view
movies or serve as a backdrop for a stage area.

Impacts
Creation of a pleasant, attractive and well-programmed park could have significant
benefits in drawing residents and visitors to the downtown, particularly families and
children, depending on the design of the park and mix of programmed activities.
This would have positive spillover effects on downtown businesses, creating
more shopping and other downtown opportunities. Similar to the streetscape
improvements described above, increased use of the area would help slow traffic
with related safety and economic benefits.
DEPOT R O W M I X E D USE D E V E L O P M E N T A N D PLAZA
The area of SE Third Avenue immediately adjacent to the historic train depot is
presented here as Depot Row, a collection of residential and/or live/work units.
Presented here as townhome-style buildings, conceptually these could be apartments
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or condominium buildings, potentially with ground-floor retail or office uses. This
concept has several features worth noting:
* It connects the Depot - an historic building that is much-beloved by are3
residents - to the S Oregon "Main Street" with built urban fabric.
• Depot Row vertically frames the view of the Depot, which is currently surrounded
largely by wide-open surface parking lots.
• It creates a reasonably-sized plaza as a forecourt for the Depot, raising the
symbolic importance of this building and providing programmable space for
public events or markets.
• The Depot Row housing and/or commercial uses would provide "eyes on the
street" in an area that is currently given over entirely to parked vehicles and
asphalt. To the extent that this concept includes successful live-work units, it will
also help provide more daytime activity in the area.
• Supplying a range of housing types in Downtown Ontario will help provide
housing options for residents as well as nearby customers for Downtown
merchants. This livable, urban model of housing would likely appeal to a market
sector that is not currently well served in Ontario.
While the Depot Row concept does remove some of the surface parking that is
currently available, it removes significantly less than the previously-proposed Depot
Square concept (2007). Also, this loss in parking can be more than made up for by
reconfiguring on-street parking on downtown streets to allow for angled parking.
From the point of view of overall improvement to downtown, the benefits described
above will more than offset the minor reduction in parking within the immediate
station area.
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If the plaza/gathering space in front of the Depot is constructed before the mixed
use development occurs, interim measures could be taken to enhance the area as a
public gathering space. For example, as a transitional measure, the area proposed
for the live-work units could be landscaped with berms or other features to provide a
gathering space near the proposed public plaza.

Impacts
The type of redevelopment suggested here can help to reinforce the Downtown's
identity as a unique place in Ontario, offering a different type of shopping, dining,
working or living experience. Both the community and private sectors can take
additional steps to create this identity, including scheduling frequent events in
the Downtown. There are no expected traffic impacts of this concept beyond
limited impacts on the supply of public parking. However, these impacts would
be more than offset by provision of diagonal parking in this and other areas of the
downtown.
FIFTH A V E N U E R A I L R O A D CROSSING
The Fifth Avenue railroad crossing at the south end of Downtown lacks bike and
pedestrian facilities and is in need of improvement.
A conceptual design view prepared for these improvements shows new sidewalks
on both sides of Fifth - lined with street trees both east and west of the railroad
right-of-way. Bike lanes are shown on both sides of the street, and concrete track
crossings are shown as a needed safety improvement for cyclists.
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Impacts
This project would have positive impacts on pedestrian and bicycle safety in this area. It also would enhance the appearance of
SE 5th Avenue and would generally enhance the connection between east and west downtown.
S W 4TH A V E N U E A N D O R E G O N STREET TRAFFIC SIGNAL
S Oregon Street is the primary business and shopping corridor in the downtown Ontario study area. In addition to the traffic
generated by these businesses, S Oregon Street from SW 4th Avenue to W Idaho Avenue also is a primary travel route for
vehicles traveling east through the City. Heavy eastbound traffic at the SW 4th Avenue/SW 2nd St intersection are followed
by heavy eastbound (eft-turn volumes from SW 4th Avenue onto S Oregon Street, in combination with a high number of
right-turning vehicles from northbound S Oregon Street onto eastbound W Idaho Avenue. At the same time, a much smaller
number of vehicles are making eastbound left-turns from SW 4th Avenue onto SW 2nd Street. This indicates that the majority of
eastbound through trips are traveling on S Oregon Street, as opposed to SW 2nd Street, which is the route that is signed as the
through route.
The attractiveness of the S Oregon Street corridor over the SW 2nd Street corridor can be primarily attributed to travel time
differences. Motorists have determined that S Oregon Street is a faster travel route than the SW 2nd Street corridor. Traffic
analysis shows that the S Oregon Street route is approximately 23 seconds faster on average during peak travel times. This travel
time advantage is primarily due to the free eastbound left-turn movement at the SW 4th Avenue/S Oregon Street intersection.
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The SW 4th Avenue/S Oregon Street intersection is currently unsignalized with stop-control on the northbound, southbound,
and westbound approaches and a free-flowing eastbound approach. As Oregon Street transitions to more of a pure downtown
commercial corridor that better accommodates on-street parking and pedestrian travel, it is anticipated that long-term travel
patterns in the downtown area are going to change. To better accommodate these shifting travel patterns, the SW 4th Avenue/S
Oregon Street intersection will ultimately need to be signalized. Signalization can be integrated with the ultimate streetscape
improvements envisioned for S Oregon Street. However, Oregon Street from SW4th Avenue to SW3rd Avenue will require
parallel on-street parking on both sides of the street in order to accommodate a separate southbound shared through/left and
right-turn lane at SW 4th Avenue.

Impacts
Then the intersection is signalized, the free eastbound left-turn movement will be eliminated. In addition, the improvements on
S Oregon Street (narrower roadway cross section, parallel and back-in angled street parking, and a more pedestrian-oriented
environment) will likely lead to increased travel lime along the S Oregon Street corridor. As a result, it is anticipated that there
will be a subtle shift in travel patterns where more eastbound traffic would divert from S Oregon Street to SW 2nd Street.
Specifically, it is assumed that 15% of eastbound through vehicles on S Oregon Street would shift to SW 2nd Street.
With the signal and other improvements in place, and with the subsequent shift in traffic patterns, Iraffic conditions at the E
Idaho Avenue/S Oregon St intersection also will improve in the future though there will still be congestion at this intersection.
Any improvements to further enhance operations at this intersection would require extensive efforts, such as costly right-of-way
acquisition and unique construction challenges (i.e. the railroad overpass). Therefore, no improvements to this intersection are
recommended.
E IDAHO A V E N U E / S E ZND STREET
The East Idaho Avenue/SE 2nd Street intersection is an important portal between the east downtown study area and the E Idaho
Avenue corridor. To better accommodate existing and future traffic volumes, the northbound SE 2nd Street approach should be
re-striped to include an exclusive left-turn lane and a shared through/right-turn lane.
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Impacts
Restriping this intersection will improve traffic operations in this location and allow the intersection to operate at an acceptable
level of service.
OTHER POTENTIAL D O W N T O W N PLANNING PROJECTS
Several other improvement projects have been discussed as part of this project, including the following. They should be
incorporated in future planning efforts and in some cases studied in more detail in terms of their potential feasibility and cost.
• East gateway entry signage. Signage along Idaho Avenue should signal to drivers that they are approaching downtown
as they enter the eastern portion of downtown. Signage could direct people to both "west Downtown" (via Oregon or SW
1st Streets) and "east downtown" (e.g., via SE 2nd Street). In either case, signage should give drivers adequate notice that
they are approaching these areas several blocks before they reach them.
• Future east and west downtown streetscape improvements. Many of the streetscape improvements proposed for
SW Oregon and 1st Streets and for SW 1st and SE 3rd Avenues (associated with the proposed new City park and Depot
Row improvements) can ultimately be implemented on other streets in the downtown area as uses in those areas intensify,
redevelopment occurs and additional public funds are available. New streetscape standards may specify the conditions under
which such improvements would be made.
• SW 3rd Avenue railroad crossing. Previous planning efforts identified the need for a new pedestrian/bicycle railroad
crossing at SE 3rd Avenue to better connect east and west downtowns. Given the significant expense of building either an
undercrossing or overcrossing at this location and challenges in working with railroad officials to do so, this improvement
was not identified as a high priority as part of this project. However, it should continue to be considered in the future in the
event that they challenges can be overcome.
• Downtown transit hub facility. A regional transit system has recently been established with the objective of increasing
access to shopping and other services and connecting the City of Ontario with communities in Malheur and Payette
Counties. The system currently serves the downtown via a route that follows the periphery of the downtown area.
However, it does not include stops along Oregon Street or other north-south streets between Idaho and SE 5th Avenue. The
City should encourage provision of transit stops within the core downtown area, particularly as it implements the projects
identified in this study (such as the proposed new City Park and Depot Row concepts).
• Bicycle pedestrian pathway paralleling railroad right of way. The City's recently completed Park and Recreation Plan
and the City's Transportation System Plan identify a future trail parallel to the Union Pacific Railroadright-of-way.This trail
was not identified as a priority project in this study in part because it goes beyond the downtown and is not a primary route
between school facilities and the downtown. However, it should continue to be studied and would provide a connection to
and through the downtown for people in surrounding residential neighborhoods and beyond,

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIONS AND FACILITIES
One of the primary elements of this project is to identifying strategies to enhance bicycle and pedestrian routes between local
schools and campuses and the downtown. A number of specific bicycle and pedestrian improvements are recommended to
meet these objectives, including the following types of improvements:
• Bicycle lanes (striped) in the following locations:
North Oregon Street, north of Idaho Avenue
West Idaho Avenue between Verde and Oregon Streets
SW 5th Avenue between SW Park Blvd. and SE 5th Street
SE 2nd Avenue between SE 5th Avenue and Idaho Avenue
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• Bicycle Boulevards in the following locations:
NW 3rd Avenue between NW 8th Street and the Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way
SW 3rd Avenue between NW 13th Street and the Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way
NW 2nd Street between NW 3rd Avenue and Idaho Avenue
SW 2nd Street between SW 5th Avenue and SW 10th Avenue
• Multi-purpose bicycle path paralleling the Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way (see Other Potential Downtown Improvement
Projects, page 62)
• A high-visibility cross-walk and a "leading pedestrian interval" to the signalized intersection of Idaho Avenue at Oregon
Street (see Gateway Improvement described earlier in this chapter)
* Improvements to the railroad crossing at SW/SE 5th Avenue (see previous section)
H Bicycle loop detectors or bicyclist-activated push buttons on the minor street approaches at the following intersections:
Idaho Avenue at Oregon Street (on all approaches)
E Idaho Avenue at NE/SE 2nd Street (on 2nd Street approaches)
SW 4th Avenue at SW 2nd Street (on 2nd Street approaches)
SW 4th Avenue at SW 4th Street (on 4th Street approaches)
SW 4th Avenue at SW 10th Street (on 10th Street approaches)
W Idaho Avenue at SW 2nd Street {on 2nd Street approaches)
• Americans with Disability Act upgrades (e.g., construct/reconstruct curb ramps with detectable warning strips as necessary),
ections throughout the study area as needed
These proposed improvements are illustrated in Figure 10 and the Bicycle Lane and Bicycle Boulevard improvement projects are
described in more detail on the following pages. Other improvements are illustrated in previous sections of this report and/or in
the graphics on the following pages.
BICYCLE LANE I M P R O V E M E N T S
Most of the bicycle lane improvements identified in the preceding map and text can be accommodated through modest
reductions to the width of travel lanes but would not require eliminating any travel lanes or on-street parking. Cross-sections
drawings illustrate proposed configurations for bike lanes on West Idaho Avenue between Verde and W 2nd Street and on SW
5th Avenue between SW Park Blvd. and SE 5th Street. Depending on the location of on-street parking areas, lane configurations
on North Oregon Street, NW 2nd Avenue and SW 2nd Avenue could utilize a similar configuration or the configuration
identified in Figure 7-12 of the City's Transportation System Plan (bike lane adjacent to curb).
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On W Idaho between SW 2nd and Oregon Streets, implementing striped bicycie
lanes would result in loss of one westbound travel lane and reworking the transition
across the Idaho / 2nd intersection (see the accompanying figure). While these
adjustments could impact this intersection's vehicle capacity, particularfy on the
westbound approach, analysis of future traffic conditions indicates that there would
be adequate current and future capacity to make these changes while maintaining
acceptable levels of service on this section of Idaho Avenue.
BICYCLE B O U L E V A R D S
Bicycle boulevards are streets where bicycle share the roadway with vehicles but a
number of changes are made to enhance the visibility, safety and convenience of
bicycling, including the following types of improvements:

sltarrQw martu'n^ on pavement

• Pavement markings ("sharrows") indicating that bicycles and cars share the
roadway
• Wayfinding signage oriented to bicyclists indicating how far they are in distance
of minutes from specific destinations
• Traffic calming devices such as islands, speed humps or chicanes to slow traffic
and improve safety for bicyclists and pedestrians
• Bicycle or pedestrian activated signals at signalized intersections

bicycie boulevard
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Figure 11 illustrates how these and other pedestrian-oriented improvements could be implemented on the bicycle boulevard
proposed for SW 3rd Avenue.

Figure 11:3n) Bike Boulevard
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5, FUNDING AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
This section of the report addresses the following key issues associated with paying
for and implementing the improvements projects described in the preceding pages
of the report, including information about the following:
• Priorities
• Cost Estimates
• Funding Sources
• Comparison of costs and funding
m Implementation strategies
Funding and phasing
Local partnerships
Operation and maintenance
Access management
Freight mobility
Zoning Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan amendments

PRIORITIES
Prioritizing improvements is an essential step for implementing this plan. Too often
communities are unable to move forward on such projects because they become
overwhelmed by the scope and cost of implementing a full set of recommendations
and have not identified a set of priorities and phasing process to implement projects
over time and as resources become available.
In this case priorities have been identified in two ways - both overall priorities among
the specific downtown planning projects identified in this report and priorities for
specific elements of specific projects. Overall projects are identified as high, medium
or low priorities. Project elements are prioritized in terms of how soon they should
be implemented - short, medium or long-term. The following factors were used to
identify these priorities.
» Input from community members who participated in the January 29 Downtown
Planning Workshop
• Relative ease and cost of implementation
• Visibility and the anticipated degree of impact to area residents and visitors
• Impact on achieving other project goals or implementing other project elements
(i.e., "critical path" items)
• Ability to achieve multiple project objectives
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DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENT

PROJECTS

The following table summarizes proposed priorities for downtown improvement
projects.
TABLE 10. D O W N T O W N I M P R O V E M E N T P R O J E C T P R I O R r H E S
Timing
Item

Short-ierm

Medium-term

Long'term

High Priority Projects
Oregon Street Streetscape Improvements
Diagonal parking conversion

•

Benches, bicycle parking and planter boxes
Street trees

•

Intersection improvements

1

•

Pedestrian lighting
Oregon/Idaho Gateway
Intersection and median improvements

1

Street trees

M

Pedestrian lighting
5th Avenue Railroad Crossing
New sidewalks, bicycle lanes

V

Street trees

•

Paving improvements (concrete adjacent to rails)

•

Medium Priority Project
New City Park
Land acquisition

1

Detailed design process

i

•
•

Surrounding streetscape improvements
Park construction
Lower Priority Projects
Depot Row
Plaza design

•

Diagonal parking conversion

m

Street trees, other amenities

a

Plaza construction

•

•

Street lighting

•

Mixed use development
Oregon/4th Traffic Signal
Monitor capacity, operation
Design intersection
Install new signal

1:3

m

•
•
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In addition to these priorities, the following phasing plan is recommended for the Oregon Street streetscape improvements in the
event that they are undertaken in phases:
1. Along Oregon Street at Oregon/Idaho gateway.
2.

Improvements along SW 1st Street between Idaho and SW 1st Avenue and along SW 1st Avenue adjacent to the proposed
new city park.

3. Along SE 3rd Avenue between Oregon Street and Depot Lane.
A. Along other blocks on S Oregon Street.
5. Along cross-streets to Oregon Street on the blocks immediately to the east and west.
6.

On other blocks in west and east downtown as funding allows and/or redevelopment projects are undertaken.

OTHER BICYCLE A N D PEDESTRIAN I M P R O V E M E N T PROJECTS
The following table summarizes proposed priorities for bicycle and pedestrian school and campus improvement projects.
TABLE 11. BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN PROJECT PRIORITIES
Proie ct

Low

Medium

High

Bicycle Lanes

m

Idaho Street

*

SW/SE 5th Avenue
SW 2nd Street

•

SE 2nd Street

m

N Oregon Street

•

Bicycle Boulevards

•

NW 3rd Avenue

m

SW 3rd Avenue
2nd Street

M

Oregon/Idaho Intersection Improvements

m

•

Bicycle or pedestrian activated signals
Union Pacific Multi-Purpose Trail

•

These priorities will be refined based on feedback from the Project Management Team, Planning Commission and City Council.

COST ESTIMATES
Preliminary rough cost estimates have been prepared for the priority downtown improvement projects and bicycle and
pedestrian improvements described above. Costs are based on a combination of unit cost estimates for similar projects designed
by Kittelson S Associates and Alta Planning+Design and/or experience with similar projects in other jurisdictions. In some cases,
a range of estimates is provided where costs could vary significantly based on a variety of factors. Costs are included for the
following discrete projects:
• Oregon Street/4th Avenue intersection signalization
* Oregon Street/Idaho Avenue median, intersection and streetscape improvements (covers Oregon between Idaho and 1st) the
Idaho median and between Oregon and SW 1st Avenue
> Other Oregon Street streetscape improvements
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• 5th Avenue railroad crossing and streetscape improvements
• Depot Lane/3rd Avenue streetscape and plaza improvements
• Downtown park improvements
• Bicycle improvement projects (included in a separate table)
For downtown improvement projects, costs have been estimated for the types of activities listed below. For bicycle and
pedestrian projects, costs include overall capital costs, and those associated with for mobilization and traffic control, contingency,
design, engineering and construction management:
• Excavation and embankment (cut and fill)
• Paving, including new pavement, pavement rehabilitation, curb and sidewalk construction and new sidewalks
• Storm drainage improvements
• Landscaping
• Mobilization and traffic control
• Design and construction management
• Contingency
Noright-of-wayacquisition is anticipated for any of these projects. At this time, this report does not include an estimate of land
acquisition costs for the park project but a subsequent draft of the report can include it, pending assistance from the City. Other
assumptions include the following:
• Gateway medians along sections of Oregon Street and Idaho Avenue would include street trees and paved surfaces.
Plantings/landscaping would be minimized to reduce irrigation needs.
• Intersection crosswalks would be stamped concrete.
• Existing water and sewer lines will generally be retained on Oregon, Idaho and 5th Avenue.
• Streetscape improvements along Depot Lane would extend from 3rd Avenue north to SW 2nd and south to SW 4th (i.e., the
next intersecting streets).
• Storm drainage and landscaping improvements (excluding street trees) have been calculated as a percentage of total base
road improvement costs.
• Street tree cost estimates vary from 3250-Í 500 per tree, including installation in tree wells; we have assumed the higher
estimate to be conservative. However, these costs could be reduced through volunteer labor and/or donation of trees
through organizations such as "Friends of Trees" or the National Arbor Society. Similarly other costs could be reduced
through volunteer labor or other efforts.
• Downtown park cost estimates are based on a range of unit costs (cost per square foot) for park projects in other
communities. These costs can vary widely depending on design and special features (e.g., water features).
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Estimates for D o w n t o w n Improvement Projects are summarized in the following table. A more detailed breakdown for some
items can be provided separately along with unit cost assumptions.
T A B L E 12. P L A N N I N G L E V E L C O S T E S T I M A T E S F O R D O W N T O W N I M P R O V E M E N T P R O J E C T S
New
item

Oregon/4th

Of e-gon .'Idaho

Oregon Street

Traffic Signal

Gateway

StrcctiMpi!

h Avenue
Crossing

Depot

Downtown

tare

Park

Excavation (Cut)

10

$5,624

$0

$0

10

-

New Pavement

Î0

i t 5,952

$63,808

$0

$20,250

-

New Curti/median

$0

$35,537

$0

$24,960

$33,072

-

New Sidewalk/raised median

SO

$50,670

$0

$112,000

$70,800

--

Pavement Removal

Î0

$4,895

$8,222

$0

$4,531

-

Subtotal

$0

$112,678

$72,030

$136,960

$128,653

-

Storm Drainage System

Î0

$11,268

$14,406

$27,392

$25,731

-

Landscape Improvement

Î0

$22,536

$14,406

$27,392

$25,731

Street trees

Î0

$15,000

$40,000

$15,000

119,000

-

Pedestrian lighting

$0

$40,000

$160,000

$30,000

$60,000

-

8enches and trash receptacles

Î0

$3,200

$12,800

$0

$4,800

--

Bicycle parking

Î0

$1,200

$4,800

$0

$1,800

-

Drinking fountains, planter boxes

Î0

$24,000

$48,000

$12,000

$24,000

$300,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

Î0

$0

$0

$0

$50,000

$300,000

$117,204

$294,412

$111,784

$211,061

$300,000

$229,882

$366,442

$248,744

$339,715

-

Mobilization

$30,000

$22,988

$36,644

$24,874

$33,971

-

Traffic Control

$30,000

$22,988

$36,644

$24,874

$33,971

-

Subtotal 2 (Mobilization & Traffic Control)

$60,000

$45,976

$73,288

$49,749

$67,943

-

$360,000

$275,858

$439,731

$298,493

$407,657

-

$72,000

$55,172

$87,946

$59,699

$81,531

-

$432,000

$331,030

$527,677

$358,191

$489,189

-

$64,800

$49,655

$79,152

$53,729

173,378

-

New Traffic Signal
Other Costs (Depot Lane greenspace)
Subtotal
Subtotal 1 (Subtotals A + B)

Total (Subtotals 1 + 2)
Plus Contingencies
Estimated Construction Cost
Architectural/Engineering
Construction Management

-

--

-

$13,200

$33,103

$52,768

$35,819

$48,919

-

Estimated Professional Fees

Í108,000

$82,758

$131,919

$89,548

$122,297

-

Estimated Project Cost

$540,000

$413,788

$659,596

$447,739

$611,486

$150,000-
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Estimates for Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvement Projects are summarized in the
following table.
TABLE 13. PLANNING LEVEL COST ESTIMATES FOR DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
Design.
Esumati

Project

Segment

Description

Engineering,

Capital

Mobilizjtiûrl,

Conlfr>g-

Construe I iim

Construction

traffic

enges

Cost

cantici 120%)

M ¿nage rnent

<20%)

Total Cost

NW 8th Sheet
to future path
NW/NE 3rd Avenue along RR
W Idaho Avenue

Bicycle Boulevard

S Verde Drive to

Bike Lanes (roadway

NW 2nd Street

restriping)

$3,500

$700

$840

$1,260

$6,300

$21,200

$4,240

$5,088

$7,632

$38,160

$75,600

$15,120

$18,144

$27,216

$136,080

$20,000

$4,000

$4,800

$7,200

$36,000

$12,900

$2,580

$3,096

$4,644

$23,220

$7,900

$1,580

$1,896

$2,844

$14,220

$6,100

$1,220

$1,464

$2,196

$10,980

$756,800

$151,360

$181,632

$272,448

$11,800

$2,360

$2,832

$4,248

$21,240

$11,800

$2,360

$2,832

$4,248

$21,240

$11,800

$2,360

$2,832

$4,248

$21,240

$11,800

$2,360

$2,832

$4,248

$21,240

$19,600

$3,920

$4,704

$7,056

$35,280

$11,800

$2,360

$2,832

$4,248

$21,240

Bicycle Boulevard
(and shared use path
SW/SE 3rd Avenue

SW 13lh Street

segment through Lion's

to Depot Lane

Park)

SW Park
SW/SE 5th Avenue
N Oregon Street

Boulevard toSE

Bike Lanes (roadway

5th Street

restriping)

Idaho Avenue to

Bike Lanes (roadway

NW 8th Avenue

restriping)
Bicycle Boulevard (SW
10lh Ave

to SW 5th

Ave, and W Idaho
Ave. to NW 3rd Ave.);
Bike lanes (roadway
SW 10th Avenue

restriping) between SW

SW/NW 2nd

to NW 3rd

5th Ave. and W Idaho

Avenue

Avenue

Ave.

SE 5th Avenue to

Bike Lanes (roadway

SE 2nd Avenue

E Idaho Avenue

restriping)

Union Pacific

SE 6th Avenue to

Railroad Path

NE 6th Avenue

SW Park Boulevard

Intersection
Intersection
Intersection

W Idaho Avenue at
2nd Street

Intersect ion

1:3

improvements
Intersection

Intersection

improvements
Intersection

E Idaho Avenue at
2nd Street

improvements
Intersection

W Idaho Avenue at
Oregon Street

improvements
Intersection

SW 4th Avenue at
SW 2nd Street

improvements
Intersection

SW4th Avenue at
SW4th Street

Shared use path
Intersection

SW 4th Avenue at

Intersection

improvements
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Assumptions for these cost estimates include the following:
Project
NW/NE 3rd Avenue

Assum ptfonstelements
2 warring signs at 3rd Ave/Oregon St. intersection; 10 Boulevard " dots; 8 wayfinding signs

W Idaho Avenue
2 speed humps on SW 3rd Ave. between 13th and 10th streets; high-visibility crosswalk and signs at 3rd

SW/SE 3rd Avenue

Ave/1 Oth St interaction; 350' shared use path through Lion's Park; 2 ped refuge islands, crosswalks and
signs at 3rd Ave/2nd St. intersection; 18 Boulevard "dots"; 14 wayfinding signs
SW/SE 5th Avenue
N Oregon Street
SW/NW 2nd Avenue

Bicycle Boulevard segments include a total of 10 Boulevard "dots" and 6 wayfinding signs

SE 2nd Avenue
Union Pacific Railroad Path

Includes $500,000 for grade-separated crossing over Idaho Ave.

SW 4th Avenue at SW Park Boulevard

2 bike bop detectors (one on each minor street approach); 8 ped countdown signals (2 per comer)

SW 4th Avenue at SW 4th Street

2 bike loop detectors (one on each minor street approach); 8 ped countdown signals (2 per corner)

SW 4th Avenue at SW 2nd Street

2 bike loop detectors (one on each minor street approach); 8 ped countdown signals (2 per corner)

W Idaho Avenne at 2nd Street

2 bike loop detectors (one on each minor street approach); 8 ped countdown signals (2 per corner)

W Idaho Avenue at Oregon Street

4 bike loop detectors; 8 ped countdown signals (2 per corner); re-time signal phasing to include Leading

E Idaho Avenue at 2nd Street

2 bike bop detectors (one on each minor street approach); 8 ped countdown signals (2 per corner)

Pedestrian Interval

FUNDING SOURCES
A variety of potential funding sources could be used to pay for design and construction of the improvement projects identified in
this Plan. They generally included the following:
D O W N T O W N I M P R O V E M E N T PROJECTS

Federal Funding

Sources

Surface Transportation Program (STP). This program provides states with flexible funds which may be used for a wide variety
of projects on any Federal-aid Highway including the National Highway System, bridges on any public road, and transit facilities.
Bicycle and pedestrian improvements are eligible activities under the STP. This covers a wide variety of projects such as on-slreet
facilities, off-road trails, sidewalks, crosswalks, bicycle and pedestrian signals, parking, and other ancillary facilities. SAFETEA-LU
also specifically clarifies that the modification of sidewalks to comply with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities
Act is an eligible activity.
As an exception to the general rule described above, STP-funded bicycle and pedestrian facilities may be located on local and
collector roads which are not part of the Federal-aid Highway System. In addition, bicycle-related non-construction projects,
such as maps, coordinator positions, and encouragement programs, are eligible for STP funds. ODOT estimates that they will
receive an average of $84 million annually for this program through the lifetime of SAFETEA-LU,
Highway Safety Improvement Program. This program funds projects designed to achieve significant reductions in traffic
fatalities and serious injuries on all public roads, bikeways and walkways. This program includes the Railway-Highway Crossings
Program and the High Risk Rural Roads Program. ODOT estimates that they will receive an average of SI 4 million annually for
this program through the lifetime of SAFETEA-LU. This program replaces the Hazard Elimination Program from TEA-21
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Transportation Enhancements. Administered by ODOT, this program is funded by a set-aside of STP funds. Ten percent of
STP funds are designated for Transportation Enhancement Activities (TEAs), which include "provision of facilities for pedestrians
and bicycles, provision of safety and educational activities for pedestrians and bicyclists," and the "preservation of abandoned
railway corridors (including the conversion and use thereof for pedestrian and bicycle trails." 23 USC Section 190 (a)(35).
Projects must serve a transportation need. These funds can be used to build a variety of pedestrian, bicycle, streetscape and
other improvements that enhance the cultural, aesthetic, or environmental value of transportation systems. The statewide grant
process is competitive.
Community Development Block Grants (CDBG), The CDBG program provides money for streetscape revitalization,
which may be largely comprised of pedestrian improvements. Federal Community Development Block Grant grantees may
"use Community Development Block Grants funds for activities that include (but are not limited to): acquiring real property;
reconstructing or rehabilitating housing and other property; building public facilities and improvements, such as streets,
sidewalks, community and senior citizen centers and recreational facilities; paying for planning and administrative expenses, such
as costs related to developing a consolidated plan and managing Community Development Block Grants funds; provide public
services for youths, seniors, or the disabled; and initiatives such as neighborhood watch programs."
Transportation, Community and System Preservation Program. This program provides federal funding for transit-oriented
development, traffic calming and other projects that improve the efficiency of the transportation system, reduce the impart
on the environment, and provide efficient access to jobs, services and trade centers. The program is intended to provide
communities with the resources to explore the integration of their transportation system with community preservation and
environmental activities. The Transportation, Community and System Preservation Program funds require a 20 percent match.

State Funding

Sources

Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). This program is ODOT's short-term capital improvement program,
providing project funding and scheduling information for the department and Oregon's metropolitan planning organizations. It
is a four-year program developed through the coordinated efforts of ODOT, federal and local governments, Area Commissions
on Transportation, tribal governments and the public.
In developing this funding program, ODOT must verify that the identified projects comply with the Oregon Transportation Plan
(OTP), ODOT Modal Plans, Corridor Plans, local comprehensive plans, and SAFETEA-LU planning requirements. The STIP must
fulfill Federal planning requirements for a staged, multi-year, statewide, intermodal program of transportation projects. Specific
transportation projects are prioritized based on Federal planning requirements and the different State plans. ODOT consults with
local jurisdictions before highway-related projects are added to the STIP.
Oregon Transportation Infrastructure Bank. This is a statewide revolving loan fund designed to promote innovative
transportation funding solutions. Oregon's program was started in 1996 as part of a ten-state Federal pilot program. Additional
legislation passed in 1997 by the Oregon Legislature establishes the program in State law and includes expanded authority.
Eligible borrowers include cities, counties, transit districts, other special districts, port authorities, tribal governments. State
agencies, and private for-profit and non-profit entities. Eligible projects include:
• Highway projects, such as roads, signals, intersection improvements and bridges
• Transit capital projects, such as buses, equipment, and maintenance or passenger facilities
• Bikeway or pedestrian access projects on highway right-of-way
Eligible project costs include preliminary engineering, environmental studies, right-of-way acquisition, construction (including
project management and engineering), inspections, financing costs, and contingencies.
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Local Funding Sources
Local Bond Measures. Local bond measures, or levies, are usually initiated by voter-approved general obligation bonds for
specific projects. Bond measures are typically limited by time based on the debt load of the local government or the project
under focus. Funding from bond measures can be used forright-of-wayacquisition, engineering, design and construction of
pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
Tax Increment Financing/Urban Renewal Funds. This is a tool to use future gains in taxes to finance the current
improvements that will create those gains. When a public project (e.g., sidewalk improvements) is constructed, surrounding
property values generally increase and encourage surrounding development or redevelopment. The increased tax revenues are
then dedicated to finance the debt created by the original public improvement project. Tax Increment Financing typically occurs
within designated Urban Renewal Areas (URA) that meet certain economic criteria and approved by a local governing body. To
be eligible for this financing, a project (or a portion of it) must be located within the URA.
System Development Charges (SDCs)/Developer Impact Fees. These fees, also known as Developer Impact Fees,
represent another potential local funding source. SDCs are typically tied to trip generation rates and traffic impacts produced
by a proposed project. A developer may reduce the number of trips (and hence impacts and cost) by paying for on- or off-site
pedestrian improvements that will encourage residents to walk or use transit rather than drive. In-lieu parking fees may be used
to help construct new or improved pedestrian facilities. Establishing a clear nexus or connection between the impact fee and the
project's impacts is critical in avoiding a potential lawsuit.
Street User Fees. The revenue generated by a street user fee is used for operations and maintenance of the street system, and
priorities are established by the Public Works Department, Revenue from this fund should be used to maintain on-street bicycle
and pedestrian facilities, including routine sweeping of bicycle lanes and other designated bicycle routes.
General Fund Revenues. Cities and counties typically use a portion of their general fund revenues received via the gas tax
and/or property taxes to fund a portion of their transportation maintenance and improvement projects. Typically these are only
adequate to pay for routine maintenance and programmed improvements to existing roads or expansion of roads in growing

Local Improvement Districts (LIDs). These are most often used by cities to construct localized projects such as streets,
sidewalks or bikeways. Through the LID process, the costs of local improvements are generally spread out among a group of
property owners within a specified area. The cost can be allocated based on property frontage or other methods such as traffic
trip generation,
Business Improvement Districts. Pedestrian improvements can often be included as part of larger efforts aimed at business
improvement and retail district beautification. Business Improvement Districts collect levies on businesses in order to fund
area-wide improvements that benefit businesses and improve access for customers. These districts may include provisions for
pedestrian and bicycle improvements, such as wider sidewalks, landscaping, and ADA compliance.
Other Local Sources. Residents and other community members are excellent resources for garnering support and enthusiasm
for bicycle and pedestrian facilities, parks, trails and elements of streetscape improvements such as tree planting. The City should
work with volunteers to substantially reduce implementation and maintenance costs. Local schools, community groups, or a
group of dedicated neighbors may use the project as a project for the year, possibly working with a local designer or engineer.
Work parties can be formed to help clear the right-of-way for a new path or maintain existing facilities where needed. A local
construction company could donate or discount services. Other opportunities for implementation will appear over time, such as
grants and private funds. The City should look to its residents for additional funding ideas to expedite completion of many of
the projects identified here.
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ADDITIONAL S O U R C E S FOR BICYCLE A N D P E D E S T R I A N P R O J E C T S

Federal Funding Sources
Recreational Trails Program. This program of the Federal Transportation Bill provides funds to states to develop and maintain
recreational trails and trail-related facilities for both non-motorized and motorized recreational trail uses. Examples of trail uses
include hiking, bicycling, in-line skating, equestrian use, and other non-motorized and motorized uses. These funds are available
for both paved and unpaved trails, but may not be used to improve roads for general passenger vehicle use or to provide
shoulders or sidewalks along roads.
Recreational Trails Program funds may be used for:
• Maintenance and restoration of existing trails
• Purchase and lease of trail construction and maintenance equipment
• Construction of new trails, including unpaved trails
» Acquisition or easements of property for trails
• State administrative costs related to this program (limited to seven percent of a State's funds)
• Operation of educational programs to promote safety and environmental protection related to trails (limited to five percent
of a State's funds)
Safe Routes to School (SR2S). Under this program. Federal funds are administered by OOOT. Under the Oregon Safe Routes
to School Program, approximately $3.7 million will be available for grants between 2006 and 2010. The grants can be used
to identify and reduce barriers and hazards to children walking or bicycling to school. ODOT estimates that they will receive an
average of S1.37 million annually for this program through the lifetime of SAFETEA-LU.
New Freedom Initiative. SAFETEA-LU creates a new formula grant program that provides capital and operating costs to
provide transportation services and facility improvements that exceed those required by the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (RTCA). This program is a National Parks Sen/ice program which
provides technical assistance via direct staff involvement to establish and restore greenways, rivers, trails, watersheds and open
space. The RTCA program provides only for planning assistance—there are no implementation monies available. Projects
are prioritized for assistance based on criteria that include conserving significant community resources, fostering cooperation
between agencies, serving a large number of users, encouraging public involvement in planning and implementation, and
focusing on lasting accomplishments.
Land and Water Conservation Fund. This is a Federally-funded program, providing grants for planning and acquiring outdoor
recreation areas and facilities, including trails. Funds can be used for right-of-way acquisition and construction. These funds are
administered by the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department.

State Funding Sources
Oregon Revised Statute 366.514. Often referred to as the "Oregon Bike Bill," this law applies equally to bicycle and
pedestrian facilities. The statute's intent is to ensure that future roads be built to accommodate bicycle and pedestrian travel.
The statute requires the provision of bicycle and pedestrian facilities on all Major Arterial and Collector roadway construction,
reconstruction or relocation projects where conditions permit. The statute also requires that in any fiscal year, at lease one
percent of highway funds allocated to a jurisdiction must be used for bicycle/pedestrian projects.
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Measure 66 Funds - Oregon State Lottery. Ballot Measure 66 amends the Oregon Constitution to allow money from the
State Lottery to be used for restoring and protecting Oregon's parks, beaches, watersheds and critical fish and wildlife habitat.
Funds are coordinated by Oregon State Parks, and may be used for trail-related right-of-way acquisition and construction.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Program Grants. This is a competitive grant program providing approximately $5 million every two
years to Oregon cities, counties and ODOT regional and district offices for design and construction of pedestrian and bicycle
facilities. Proposed facilities must be within public rights-of-way. Grants are awarded by the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian
Advisory Committee.

Other Funding Sources
American Greenways Program. Administered by The Conservation Fund, this program provides funding for the planning and
design of greenways. Applications for funds can be made by local, regional or statewide non-profit organizations and public
agencies. The maximum award is 52,500, but most awards range from 3500 to $1,500. American Greenways Program monies
may be used to fund unpaved trail development.
Bikes Belong Grant Program. The Bikes Belong Coalition of bicycle suppliers and retailers has awarded 51.2 million and
leveraged an additional $470 million since its inception in 1999. The program funds corridor improvements, mountain bike trails,
BMX parks, trails, and park access. It is funded by the Bikes Belong Employee Pro Purchase Program.

Future Potential

Funding

Sources

2010 Campaign for Active Transportation. Organized by the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, this program aims to double the
Federal Funding for trails, walking and biking in the upcoming Federal transportation reauthorization. They are encouraging
communities to gather a campaign team and develop an active transportation case statement, considering what the community
could achieve with a $50 million Federal investment in bicycling and walking.
Complete Streets Act of 2008. This Act was proposed to the U.S Senate on March 3,2008, and would ensure that "future
transportation investments made by State Departments of Transportation and Metropolitan Planning Organizations create
appropriate and safe transportation facilities for all those using the road - motorists, transit vehicles andriders,bicyclists, and
pedestrians of all ages and abilities."
The following tables summarize which funding sources or strategies potentially could be applicable to specific projects identified
in this report. Additional research will need to be done by the city to confirm applicability of funding programs to individual
projects, pending a review of specific program criteria.
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TABLE 14. POTENTIAL APPLICABLE FUNDING SOURCES FOR DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
OHiegor^th
Project

Orpgcrrt St-

O r e g o n ' idaho

5th A«- RR

N e w City

D&pot

Tratfit

Streoticape

Gàlevwy

Crossing

Parti

How

Signal

Surface Transportation Program (STP)

•

•

Transportation Enhancements

•

•
•

Community Development Block Grants (CDBG)

•

1

Highway Safety Improvement Program

•

•
•

•

Transportation, Community and System
Preservation Program
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program

•

•

1

(STiP)
Oregon Transportation Infrastructure Bank

H

It

Local Bond Measures

•

1

i

Tax Increment Financing/Urban Renewal Funds

*

m

»

•

•

•

m

System Development Charges {SDCs)/Developer
Impact Fees
Street User Fees

«

m

General Fund Revenues

•

•

Local Improvement Districts (LIDs)

1

Business Improvement Districts

•

•

Other Local Sources

m

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TABLE 15. POTENTIAL APPLICABLE FUNDING SOURCES FOR BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
Unloh Ps ci Fk RR

Bike/pad
Project

Ëïrycle

&kyí!f

Lanes

Boulevard s

Surface Transportation Program (STP).

activated

ADA

Multi Purpose

signes

irtiprovímenti

Trail

•

•

•

•

•

Highway Safety Improvement Program
Transportation Enhancements
Community Development Block Grants (CDBG).

•
1

Transportation, Community and System Preservation Program

•
•

•
•

•
•

Recreational Trails Program
Safe Routes to School (SR2S).

m
m
1

•

m

•
•

New Freedom Initiative
Rivers, Trails and Consea'atian Assistance Program (RTCA).

•

Land and Water Conservation Fund

•

Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP).

n

Oregon Transportation Infrastructure Bank

m
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Oregon Revised Statute 366.514

•

m

•

Measure 66 Funds - Oregon State Lottery
Bicycle and Pedestrian Program Grants

•

m

•

•

Local Bond Measures

m

m

i

•

•
•

i

Tax Increment Financing/Urban Renewal Funds
System Development Charges (SDCs)/Deve!oper Impact Fees

•

•

m

m

Street User Fees

•

m

General Fund Revenues

•

•

•

m

•

Local Improvement Districts (UDs).

i

i

m

Business Improvement Districts

•
•

m

m

•
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m

•

Other Local Sources

•

American Greenways Program

Complete Streets Act of 2008

Available Funding

•
•

•
*

Bikes Belong Grant Program
2010 Campaign for Active Transportation

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

1

m

•

m

•

i

•

m

Levels

In most cases, the level of funding available for projects identified in this plan is not known, particularly for many of the federal
and state funding programs identified above. In addition, much more work would need to be done (beyond the scope of this
planning effort) to identify potential funding available from local programs or initiatives such as System Development Charges,
Tax Increment Financing, Bond Measures or Local Improvement Districts. That said, following is a summary of information from
other communities related to funding measures that have been used successfully to pay for public improvement projects similar
to those identified here:
The City of Canby (population 15,165) has successfully implemented an urban renewal district and used it to help funded a
substantial number of public improvements. The City's URD program originally was intended to finance public improvements
and spur private sector development within a proposed new industrial park. The City financed approximately $4 million worth
of public infrastructure improvements in the industrial park through loans which are being repaid through URD revenues. These
investments have resulted in increased development and tax revenues within the industrial park which are now being used
to pay for investments in the City's downtown and other parts of the community. Urban renewal fund revenues have grown
from 3650,000 in 2005/2006 to $2.6 million in 2007/2008 and are projected to be approximately $5.7 million for 2008/2009.
Proceeds in 2008/2009 will continue to be used to finance debt sen/ice on the industrial park improvements, along with the
following projects, among others:
it Beautification projects: $35,000
« Gateway enhancement: 375,000
• Facade improvements (matching grant program): 375,000
• Walnut Street public infrastructure improvements: $1.5 million
• Downtown Cinema project (public streetscape and other improvements): $1.7 million
The City of Astoria (population 10,080) implemented an urban renewal district in 1980 covering its downtown and waterfront
core. At 55 acres, the district is one of the smallest in the state, but is widely considered to be a success at revitalizing key parts
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of central Astoria as well as public infrastructure, and spurring further development outside of the district itself. Astoria has used
modest Urban Renewal revenue and patience to bring about changes in its downtown.
Annual urban renewal revenues have grown to roughly 1400,000 per year, amounting to an estimated $4 million in revenue
over the life of the district. The total private investment in the district since its formation is estimated at 15 to 20 times this
amount.
Major projects have included:
• Assisting in construction of the riverwalk
• Preservation and refurbishment of the historic liberty theater
• Assisting in expansion and improvements to the Maritime Museum
m Relocation of County Fairgrounds to allow new development and other land acquisition efforts.
The City of Milton-Freewater (population 6,450) implemented a 239-acre urban renewal district in 1989 to help revitalize
downtown and spur economic development. This eastern Oregon community previously had experienced vacancies and
deterioration of its commercial core, as well as underemployment. Revenue in this urban renewal area grew slowly, but after 10
years the town was able to commit significant investment towards building a facility for Sykes Enterprises, a call center business
that has been a key source of employment in the area ever since. The recruitment of Sykes and its roughly 400 jobs is seen as a
major factor in improving business conditions in Milton-Freewater.
Since that time, urban renewal revenue has grown, allowing additional projects. The district has raised an estimated $2.3 million
in revenue over its life.
• Construction of a new agricultural cold-storage facility
• Street lighting and streetscape improvements
• Storefront improvement grants
• Water and sewer line projects
The City of Monmouth (population 9,565) implemented a 307-acre urban renewal district in 2005 that consists largely of the
properties fronting the two major commercial and industrial arterials through the city (Main Street and Highway 99). The district
covers almost 25% of the city's acreage and much of its commercial property. The goals of the district are to provide adequate
infrastructure including sidewalk, street and water infrastructure where it is currently inadequate, as well as spur the use of
underutilized parcels for growing employment and commerce. The plan calls for S11.4 million in urban renewal projects over
the 20 year life of the district.
This district's revenue has grown over the last few years. It has established a façade improvement grant program as well
as a general assistance grant program which is a flexible program meant to facilitate redevelopment. Aside from street
improvements, the Monmouth plan sets aside significant funds for assistance programs like these, as well as incentives for
private developers and public/private partnership.
In addition. City staff have indicated that at least some of these projects appear to be achievable given the range of the cost
estimates identified in this report.
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
A variety of activities will need to be undertaken to implement the projects identified in this plan. Following is a summary of
a number of specific types of strategies, including those related to funding, partnering with local businesses and residents,
operation and maintenance of improvements, managing access to transportation facilities, ensuring freight mobility, and
updating guiding city documents, including the city's Zoning Ordinance, Capital Improvement Plan and Comprehensive Plan.
FUNDING A N D P H A S I N G
Cost estimates, funding sources, relative priorities and proposed phasing of projects were described in the previous section of
this chapter. Implementation actions related to these activities are expected to include:
• Confirm priorities, phasing and the approximate schedule for specific projects as part of this project and during annual work
planning and budgeting.
• Identify revenues available to pay for high priority, short-term projects.
• Apply for and obtain state, federal or other grants as needed and appropriate to fund specific projects.
• Explore and implement local funding initiatives, as needed to fund specific projects or a portion of them (e.g., urban renewal/
tax increment financing, local improvement or business improvement districts, etc.).
• Obtain commitments from local community members or organizations related to in-kind donations or labor, materials or
money to help implement specific projects (see following section for more detail).
• Update the City's Capital Improvement Program for the coming year and future five-year and annual cycles to incorporate
short and medium-term projects.
• Use a phased approach to implement projects both in terms of time and location. For example, diagonal parking could be
implemented on a block-by-block basis along Oregon Street and east-west cross streets. Other streetscape improvements
could be implemented in a similar manner or implemented by specific type or element.

Local

Partnerships

As identified in previous sections, working with local business owners, organizations and residents can be a powerful way to
help cover or reduce the costs associated with downtown, bicycle and pedestrian improvement projects. Specific strategies
towards this end may include:
• Work with local property owners to secure any needed property or easements (e.g., for the proposed new City park).
• Establish community volunteer efforts to implement specific projects or project components (e.g., planting trees, clearing
land for park or trail improvements, assisting with design activities and ultimately helping operate and/or maintain specific
types of facilities (e.g., street trees, planter boxes, etc.).
• Seek donations of goods or services to construct improvements (e.g., donations of labor or materials from local contractors
for the proposed new City park or the plaza at the Depot), seek donations of trees or landscaping materials from groups
such as "Friends of Trees" or the "National Arbor Society."
k Work closely with local business and property owners in exploring and potentially adopting new local financing mechanisms
such as an urban renew district, tax increment financing or a local improvement district; enlist their help in informing other
residents about and supporting these efforts.
• Involve business owners, property owners and other citizens in the detailed design of future improvements.
m Work with the private development sector to encourage implementation of the mixed use Depot Row concept. This
project will be designed, developed and built by the private sector. However, given that the project is proposed on cityowned property, the city will have a significant degree of control over the project. By providing a major incentive (land at a
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potentially relatively low cost}, the city can control the initiation and management of the development process. The City also
can use this incentive to impose conditions on the development.
• Establish programs and strategies to mitigate impacts of construction on local businesses (e.g., temporary parking, enhanced
signage to direct visitors to businesses, traffic control to reduce congestion and conflicts among motorists, pedestrians and
bicyclists, etc.).
• Encourage and provide incentives to local business owners to implement voluntary activities such as storefront
improvements; a number of local communities use urban renew funds to provide grants to business owners to cover a
portion of the cost of such programs.
m Work with downtown business and property owners to establish and implement operation and maintenance strategies (see
following section for more detail).

Operations and

Maintenance

As noted above, the city will need to work with local businesses and property owners to help operate and maintain some of the
improvements identified in this plan. Roadway improvements, including bicycle and pedestrian improvements will be operated
or maintained entirely by the City or maintenance will be contracted to private companies under the direction of City staff.
Operation and maintenance issues and strategies associated with streetscape improvements and amenities are described in more
detail below.
Several alternative arrangements can be used to maintain new streetscape amenities, particularly street trees, planter boxes (or
other vegetation) and trash receptacles. Options include:
• Property owners are required to maintain trees, other vegetation and trash receptacles (empty them) adjacent to their
businesses or properties consistent with standards prescribed by the City.
• Property owners collectively maintain selected amenities by contributing to a local maintenance fund and contracting for
maintenance.
• The City maintains trees, vegetation and trash receptacles as part of its annual maintenance budget.
Different communities use one or the other of these approaches successfully. The City will need to work closely with business
and property owners to agree on the most equitable and cost-effective approach. Factors to consider in doing so include:
v Consistency with current approach. Currently, the City maintains all streetscape amenities (street trees, trash receptacles,
etc.). The level of support for the current approach, how well it is working now, and whether it will continue to be
appropriate with a higher level of streetscape amenities will have a bearing on whether the City continues to use this
approach or changes direction. Depending on the level of support for the current approach, how well it is working now,
and whether it will continue to be appropriate with a higher level of streetscape amenities will bear on whether the City
continues to use this approach or changes direction.
• Equity for business and property owners. Business and properly owners gain benefits from having street trees, benches,
lighting and other amenities adjacent to their properties or businesses, in terms of cooler temperatures, amenities for their
customers, enhanced safety, etc. At the same time, residents and the community as a whole also benefit in similar ways.
The City will need to consider the proper balance between individual and community benefits in determining how to best
pay for maintaining new streetscape amenities.
• Consistency. No matter who actually maintains trees, landscaping and other amenities, it should be done consistently in
terms of its quality, character and frequency. It will be easier for the City to ensure a certain level of consistency if it provides
the maintenance or works with a local business association to contract it. If it does choose to have property or business
owners do the maintenance, the city should establish specific standards and guidelines for how and when amenities are
maintained.
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Access Management

Plan

As the downtown continues to develop and redevelop, the City will need to manage access from streets to specific properties to
balance traffic mobility and access in the downtown. To do this, it should implement a consistent access management program.
The purpose of access management is to balance the needs of multiple modes of transportation to access land development
while maintaining the safety, efficiency, and intended functionality of the surrounding roadway network. The benefits of an
effective access management plan can include:
• Increased public safety (minimizing the number of conflict points)
• Reduced traffic congestion (minimizing the number of points where traffic flow may be disrupted by traffic entering and
exiting the roadway)
• Improved appearance of the built environment (among other things, the lack of driveways allows for a wall of development
abutting the sidewalk to be created)
The goal of access management in the downtown Ontario study area is to create an environment that is safe and efficient for
vehicular traffic flow while also providing an environment that is safe and comfortable for pedestrian and bicycle traffic. The
City of Ontario has developed specific access management standards for all roadway types within the city. These standards
as outlined in Section 10C-25 of the Ontario City Code are sufficient for addressing the needs of the Ontario Downtown
Revitalization Plan. Where roadways are owned/maintained by ODOT or Malheur County, the City should coordinate with the
appropriate agencies about whether or how access will be provided. In our estimation, the City's current access management
policies are generally adequate to provide a sufficient level of access management in the downtown area.

Freight

Mobility

Ensuring adequate mobility for freight vehicles within the downtown area is important to supporting local businesses and to
avoiding conflict between freight vehicles, automobiles, bicyclist and pedestrians. The section of S Oregon Street between
W Idaho Avenue and SW 4th Avenue is the city's primary downtown core, with a number of restaurant, retail, and service
businesses located along the corridor. The vision for this segment of Oregon Street supports an enhanced business/retail core
through slower travel speeds, plentiful parallel and angled on-street parking, and bicycle/pedestrian amenities. To ensure this
vision takes shape, it is recommended that truck traffic and other forms of undesirable through traffic use the SW 2nd Street
corridor when traveling east-west thought the City between OR 201 and I-84. This can be accomplished through enhanced
wayfinding and route signage along Idaho Avenue and SW 4th Avenue. Most trucks currently avoid Oregon Street and/or
use adjacent streets or alleys for local deliveries to businesses along Oregon Street. Providing enhanced wayfinding and route
signage will help encourage continued use of these practices.

Code and Comprehensive

Plan

amendments

A variety of amendments to the City's Zoning Ordinance, Comprehensive Plan and Capital Improvement Plan will be needed to
implement a number of the proposed projects and overall objectives of this Plan. Following is a brief summary of expected plan
and ordinance amendments.
PROPOSED COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENTS
• Policies
Creating a unique identity and character for the Downtown
Establishing the Downtown as a transit hub
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PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT CODE AMENDMENTS
• Zoning Changes
Consider extending the C-3 district into one or more sets of blocks to the west of its current boundary {e.g., to SW 2nd or
3rd Street).
m Uses
Allow mixed use/residential uses in conjunction with commercial uses in C-3 zone.
Allow ground floor residential/"live/work" units in C-3 zone to generally encourage more residential use downtown.
Allow rowhouses/single-family attached units (to implement the Depot Row proposal) in C-3 zone.
Prohibit uses incompatible with Downtown (field crop production, recreational vehicle parks, automotive service
establishment and related/accessory uses) in C-3 zone.
Prohibit or restrict uses in C-2-H zone that compete with Downtown (civic and public buildings, cultural facilities,
professional and health services).
• Development and Design Standards
Establish maximum front setbacks and exceptions for pedestrian amenities.
Identify guidelines for design (window coverage, entrance orientation, building materials, detailing between stories and
at roofline, weather protection) that will be encouraged in future development and redevelopment projects; these will be
voluntary guidelines and may be conditions of using city grant funds or other contributions to storefront improvements
but will not be required for all improvements.
• Streetscape Standards or Guidelines
Define frontage zone, through/travel zone, and furnishing/utility zone (no existing definitions or provisions for zones).
Establish requirements for street trees, trash receptacles, seating; need to identify how they will apply in different areas to
ensure equitable application while enhancing the character of the downtown specifically.
• Parking
Consider relaxing parking requirements Downtown using one or more of the following three approaches:
Expand C-3 zoning to some land currently zoned C-2.
Apply C-3 zone parking exemption to C-2 zone.
Increase development threshold for providing parking in C-2 and C-3 zones.
Increase number of parking spaces eligible for waiver/exemption.
Allow for on-street parking to count towards off-street parking requirements.
Resolve bicycle parking requirement inconsistencies (clustering vs. in front of every storefront) Downtown.
These amendments will be prepared and reviewed with the City as part of Tasks 7 and 8 of this project.
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Proposed Amendments to the City of Ontario Compre
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language that is proposed to be added is indicated by underline.
Section
numbering
may need to be adjusted in sections preceding and/or following proposed
additions.
Explanations of the proposed amendments are provided in Technical Memorandum
Task 7 (Proposed Plan and Code Amendments),
prepared for the Ontario
Downtown
Revitalization
Plan.

J0-2-7 Policies; Commercial Land Use
7. Land uses and design in Downtown Ontario shall reinforce downtown as a distinct and
unique place in the city. Differences in permitted land uses and development standards
should be established between downtown and other commercial districts in order to limit
competition between them. Downtown shall function as the city center in several ways,
including as a transit hub for the area.

10-9-7 Policies: Economic
Development
13. Downtown shall be a focus for economic development and redevelopment in the city,
targeting both residents and visitors. Development and redevelopment in downtown
should concentrate on:
•
personal and professional services;
•
civic, institutional/public, and cultural uses:
•
restaurants, cafes, and entertainment:
•
specialty retail stores: and
•
mixed commercial and residential uses.
To encourage this development and redevelopment, transportation alternatives shall be
strongly supported, including developing downtown as a transit hub.

JO-J0-6 Policies: Housing
13. As a way of increasing housing variety and affordabilitv in Ontario and promoting
development and redevelopment of downtown. City policies and implementation measures shall
allow for and support housing in Downtown Ontario, particularly as part of mixed use
developments with commercial and institutional uses.
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Proposed Amendments to the City of Ontario
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Transportation System Plan
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Note: Language that is proposed to be deleted is indicated by strike-through
and
language that is proposed to be added is indicated by underline.
Section numbering
may need to be adjusted in sections preceding and/or following proposed additions.
Explanations of the proposed amendments are provided in Technical Memorandum Task 7 (Proposed Plan and Code Amendments), prepared for the Ontario Downtown
Revitalization
Plan.

2.6.

GOAL 6 - ALTERNATIVE MODES OF TRANSPORTATION

Increase the use of alternative modes of transportation (walking, bicycling,
rideshare/carpooling, and transit) Lhrough improved access, safety, and service.
Increasing Lhe use of alternative transportation modes includes maximizing Lhe level of
access to all social, work, and welfare resources for the transportation disadvantaged.
The City of OnLario seeks for its transportation disadvantaged citizens the creation of a
customer-oriented regionally coordinated public transit system that is efficient, effective,
and founded on present and future needs.
T h e policies to be used to implement Goal 6 - Alternative Modes of Transportation are as
follows:
6.6 Develop D o w n t o w n Ontario as a transit hub for the city.
6.76-Transportation Disadvantaged
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Proposed Amendments to the City of Ontario Comprehensive
Plan, Transportation System Plan, and Development Code
Revised April 24, 2009
Note: Language that is proposed to be deleted is indicated by strike-through
and
language that is proposed to be added is indicated by underline.
Section numbering
may need to be adjusted in sections preceding and/or following proposed
additions.
Explanations of the proposed amendments are provided in Technical Memorandum
Task 7 (Proposed Plan and Code Amendments), prepared for the Ontario
Downtown
Revitaiization
Plan.

Proposed Amendments to the City of Ontario Comprehensive Plan
10-2-7 Policies: Commercial Land Use
7. Land uses and design in Downtown Ontario shall reinforce downtown as a distinct and
unique place in the city. Differences in permitted land uses and development standards
should be established between downtown and other commercial districts in order to limit
competition between them. Downtown shall function as the city center in several ways,
including as a transit hub for the area.

J0-9-7 Policies: Economic Development
13. Downtown shall be a focus for economic development and redevelopment in the city,
targeting both residents and visitors. Development and redevelopment in downtown
should concentrate on:
•
personal and professional services;
• civic, institutional/public, and cultural uses;
• restaurants, cafes, and entertainment;
• specialty retail stores; and
• mixed commercial and residential uses.
To encourage this development and redevelopment, transportation alternatives shall be
strongly supported, including developing downtown as a transit hub.
J 0-10-6 Policies: Housing
13. As a way of increasing housing variety and affordabilitv in Ontario and promoting
development and redevelopment of downtown. City policies and implementation measures shall
allow for and support housing in Downtown Ontario, particularly as part of mixed use
developments with commercial, and institutional uses.
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Figure 10A-03-189a. Amenities in Sidewalk Zones in Commercial Districts
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10A-03-207 STREETSCAPE. The space between buildings on either side of a street, including
roads, sidewalks, pedestrian amenities and other amenities that are typically provided.

C H A P T E R 10A-27, C - l , N E I G H B O R H O O D C O M M E R C I A L ZONE
]0A-27-05 PRINCIPAL PERMITTED USES. The following principal uses are permitted as of
right in the C-l Zone:
1. Dwellings when constructed according to the space limits of RM-10S8 Zone; (Note:
should be RM-10, scrivener error. The RM-28 zone no longer exists.)

C H A P T E R 10A-29, C-2, GENERAL C O M M E R C I A L ZONE
10A-29-05 PRINCIPAL PERMITTED USES. The following pnncipal uses are permitted as of
right in the C-2 Zone:
1. All principal uses allowed in the C-l, Neighborhood Commercial Zone shall be allowed
in the C-2 Zone except that dwellings shall be constructed to the space limits of the RM10, Multi-Family Residence Zone, and only Multi-Family Dwellings developments of 10
or more dwelling units are allowed;

C H A P T E R 10A-33, C-3, CENTRAL C O M M E R C I A L Z O N E
10A-33-05 PRINCIPAL PERMITTED USES. The following principal uses are permitted as of
right in the C-3 Zone:
All principal uses allowed in the C 1, Neighborhood Commercial Zone and the C 2, General
Commercial Zone, Except outdoor advertising signs, shall be allowed in the C 3 zone, provided
that dwellings arc not allowed on the bottom floor of any structure.
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ground-level street-facing facade, and covering a minimum of 50% of ground-level
street-facing wall area (See Figure 10A-33-07a). Minimum window glazing includes anv
glazed portions of doors.
b. provide an accessible entrance;
c. limit the residential use on the ground floor to 50% of the floor area of the ground
floor; and
d. be designed to accommodate commercial uses (e.g. ceiling heights, interior support
columns').
Figure 10A-33-07a. Example of Measuring Window Glazing

Single vvlndov; length - 8 f t

Single window area = 100 sq. f t
Total window area (6 windows+transparent door) - 700 sq, ft

Total window lerwth (including transparent door] = 56 f t

Total overall ground floor area = 900 sq. ft.

Total Building length - GD fl.

Glaring provided along 7 8 ^ of overall around floor area

Glazing provided along 93°/c ol overall ground Hoor area

3.

There shall be no more than eight (8) single-family attached dwellings in a continuous
building.
4. Fewer than 10 Multi-Family Dwellings are allowed in a building.

CHAPTER

10A-35, COMMERCIAL

ZONES, SPACE LIMITS
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3.

Upon the approval of any change in use of any residential, commercial or industrial structure
or property that increases estimated trip generation by more than 50 peak hour trips over the
existing use, according to the latest edition of the Institute for Transportation Engineers (ITE)
Trip Generation Manual: or
4. Where the rebuilding or replacement of the building is the direct result of a casualty loss, and
exceeds sixtv (60) percent of the total value of the building prior to the casualty loss.
The following design elements are required:
1. Building orientation and access. The main entrance of buildings in the C zones shall be
oriented to the street or a public space directly facing the street. The entrance shall be
directly connected to the sidewalk or a direct, perpendicular connection between the
building and the sidewalk is required when buildings are set back from the sidewalk
(Figure 10A-57-210a).
Figure 10A-57-21Qa. Building and Entrance Orientation

Principal building entry

Direct perpendicular
connnection to sidewalk

Corner buildings shall have their entrances oriented to the corner in a chamfer, plaza, arcade,
or articulated comer, as shown in Figure 10A-57-210b.
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Figure

10A-57-210C.

Weather Protection at the Main Entrance

Figure 10A-57-210d. Example of Measuring Ground Floor Window Glazing
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-tastigli window area = 100 sq. f t

Single window length = f> f t

Total vrindow arta [6 vrindows-ì-transparent door) = 700 sq, ft

Total window length {inctuding transparent dDor) = 56 ft

Total operali ground floor area =• 900 sq. fi.

Total Building length = 60 ft.

Glazing provided atong 78DA of overall ground floor area

Gazing provided along

DF overall ground floor area

Transparent windows shall also cover at least 25% of the wall area of upper floor streetfacing facades.
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Figure 10A-57-210f. Tri-Partite Facade for Non-residential and Mixed Use
Buildings in the C Zones
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Figure 10A-57-210g. Change in Building Massing or F o r m

Change in
height

d.

Residential building facades shall provide unit definition and trim detail.
(i)
Unit definition. Each street-facing dwelling unit shall be
emphasized by including a roof dormer or bay windows on the
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Figure 10A-57-210Ì. Parapet on a Fiat Roof

iii. Cornices and parapets shall wrap around all sides of the building visible from any
adjacent street or parking area. (Note: The cornice and parapets in the figures above
yjould be required to wrap around the parkins area and all street-facine sides of the
buildings.)
b.

Sloped roofs must meet ail of the following requirements.
i. All sloped roofs shall provide a minimum of 1-foot overhangs.
ii. All sloped roofs shall have a minimum slope of 4:12. fSee Figure 10A-57-210j.)
Figure 10A-57-210i. Sloped Roofs
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b.

The following materials are discouraged: T-111 (grooved) plywood siding, brick with
dimensions larger than four by eight by two inches; and vinyl or metal cladding.

C H A P T E R 10A-57-60 GENERAL PROVISIONS, O F F - S T R E E T PARKING AND
LOADING R E Q U I R E M E N T S
1OA-57-62 APPLICABILITY, GENERAL PROVISIONS. Every use established and even,'
building erected or altered shall have permanently maintained parking spaces and loading spaces
in accordance with the provisions of this section except as specifically exempted or modified by
other provisions of this Title.
10A-57-65 APPLICABILITY, INTERPRETATION. The following provisions shall be used in
interpreting the applicability of parking and loading provisions:
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2.

Wall Signs. (Figure 10A-57-195b)
fa) Maximum sign height should be 18 feet above the sidewalk or other finish
grade below.
fb) Applied die or laser cut metal, or wood or polymer lettering may be
substituted for wall signs.

Figure 10A-57-195b. Wall Sign

3.

Awning signs. (Figure 10A-57-195c)
(a) Lettering should not dominate sloped or curved portions. Lettering and
signboard may be integrated along the valance or fascia at the lower edge
of the awning/canopy. Freestanding letters may be mounted on top of and
extend above the fascia.

Figure 10A-57-195c. Awning and Canopy Sign
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Blade or projecting signs. (Figure 10A-57-195d)
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The following streetscape improvements shall be provided, if they are not provided already:
a. street trees;
b. trash receptacles;
c. seating: and
d. bicycle parking pursuant to Chapter 1 PC-25-04.
Street trees shall be placed in the "furnishing zone" or the planting strip of the sidewalk, in
grates, and shall be subject to landscaping performance standards in Chapter 10A-57-55.
Placement of street trees may vary depending on constraints or conditions in the furnishing
zone ("e.g. sidewalk vaults). In such cases, alternative locations may be used if they do not
obstruct travel in the through zone.
Street trees should be placed in the approximate following locations:
a. Street trees shall be planted within the street right-of-wav within existing and proposed
planting strips or in sidewalk tree wells on streets without planting strips, except when
utility easements occupy these areas.
b. Street tree spacing shall be based upon the type of tree(s) selected and the canopy size
at maturity and, at a minimum, the planting area shall contain 16 square feet, or typically.
4 feet by 4 feet.
c. Street trees shall be spaced no more than 30 feet apart, except where planting a tree
would conflict with existing trees, retaining walls, utilities and similar physical barriers.
Trash receptacles and benches should be spaced approximately 75-100 feet apart.
The following elements should be provided, when possible, to further enhance the
streetscape:
a. drinking fountains;
b. planter boxes or other landscaping features in addition to street trees:
c. public art: or
d. awnings, arcades, or other weather protection for the entire length of a building.
Human-scale lighting and wavfinding signs are also encouraged, but these shall be provided
by either the City or through a partnership between the City and private property/business
owners.
10C-25.04 B I C Y C L E AND PEDESTRIAN STANDARDS
10C-25.04.001 Bicycle Parking Requirement
(a) The following Special Minimum Standards shall be considered as supplemental
requirements for the number of required bicycle parking spaces.
(5) Downtown Areas. fe-dDowntown areas are those within the C-3 zoning district. In
downtown areas with on-street parking, bicycle parking for customers shall be
provided along the street at a rate of at least one space per use. Spaces do not have to
be located in front of each use, but may be clustered to serve up to six (6) bicycles; at
least one cluster per block shall be provided. Bicycle parking spaces shall be located
in front of the stores along the street, cither on the sidewalks in the frontage zone or

19

Figure 10C-25.08x - Depot Row ( S W S"1 Avenue from S Oregon Street to Depot)
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language that is proposed to be added is indicated by underline.
Section numbering
may need to be adjusted in sections preceding and/or following proposed additions.
Explanations of the proposed amendments are provided in Technical Memorandum Task 7 (Proposed Plan and Code Amendments), prepared for the Ontario Downtown
Revitalization Plan.

10C-25.04 BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN STANDARDS
10C-25.04.001 Bicycle Parking Requirement
(a) The following Special Minimum Standards shall be considered as supplemental
requirements for the number of required bicycle parking spaces.
(5) Downtown Areas. fe-dDowntown areas are those within the C-3 zoning district. In
downtown areas with on-street parking, bicycle parking for customers shall be
provided along the street at a rate of at least one space per use. Spaces do not have to
be located in front of each use, but may be clustered to serve up to six (6) bicycles; at
least one cluster per block shall be provided. Bicycle parking spaces shall be located
in front of the stores along the street, either on the sidewalks in the frontage zone or
the furnishing zone, or in specialty constructed areas such as pedestrian curb
extensions.
Inverted "U" style, "staple", or other racks that do not bend wheels or damage other
bicycle parts, accommodate high-security U-shaped bike locks, and allow both
wheels to be locked to the rack are recommended. (Refer to the Association for
Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals' Bicycle Parkins Guidelines for recommended
rack types and installation.')
Bicycle parking shall not interfere with pedestrian passage, leaving a clear area (a
through or travel zone) of at least 5 feet. Covered Sbicycle parking (within a
building, or under an eave, overhang, or similar structure) shall be provided at a rate
of one space per 10 employees, with a minimum of one space per storefront.

1

Figure I0C-25.08x - Depot Row (SW 3 rd Avenue from S Oregon Street to Depot)
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